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Abstract

Developments in high-content phenotypic screening with single-cell read-out hold
the promise of revealing interactions and functional relationships between genes at the
genomic scale scale. However, the high-dimensionality and noisiness of gene expression
makes this endeavor highly challenging when treated as a conventional problem in
causal machine learning, both because of the statistical power required and because of
the limits on computational tractability. Here we take different tack, and propose a
deep-learning approach that finds low-dimensional representations of gene expression in
which the response to genetic perturbation is highly predictable. We demonstrate that
the interactions between genes that are cooperative in these representations are highly
consistent with known ground-truth in terms of causal ordering, functional relatedness,
and synergistic impact on cell growth and death. Our novel, statistical physics-inspired
approach provides a tractable means through which to examine the response the living
cell to perturbation, employing coarse graining that reduces data requirements and
focuses on identifying simple relationships between groups of genes.

Author summary

Understanding the causal relationships between genes and the functions of a cell’s molecular
components has long been a challenge in biology and biomedicine. With recent advancements
in technologies that manipulate and measure the activity of thousands of genes at once at
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the single-cell level, scientists are now afforded with the opportunity to interrogate such
relationships at scale. However, extracting useful information from the vast readouts of these
technologies is non-trivial, in part due to their many-dimensional and noisy nature. Here
we develop a machine learning model that allows for the interpretation of complex genetic
perturbations in terms of a simple set of causal relations. By analyzing cooperative groups
of genes identified by our model, we demonstrate the model can group genes accurately
based on their biological function, their relative ordering up- or downstream in the flow of
causation, and how their activities combine to affect cell growth and death. Our approach
complements existing machine learning methods in providing a simple way to interpret causal
mechanism governing genetic interactions and functional states of cells.

Introduction

The development of high-throughput-omics technologies has opened up a broad frontier of
new possibilities for characterizing and controlling biological systems at the molecular level.
Recent advances in both the measurement and manipulation of gene expression through
technologies such as scRNA-seq and CRISPR now provide the opportunity to treat the liv-
ing cell as a high-dimensional dynamical system, which not only can be described in detailed
quantitative terms, but also can be steered with controlled perturbations. This potent com-
bination of capabilities hold significant promise both for novel therapeutic approaches and for
a different way forward in understanding basic biology. Single-cell platforms such as Perturb-
seq [1–7], which enables simultaneous modulation of multiple genes with a full transcriptomic
read-out after perturbation, have already offered many new insights into the functional rela-
tionships of different proteins. Viewed as a predictive problem of mapping input to output,
however, the Perturb-seq scenario presents significant challenges. The combinatorial vast-
ness of the input space (with combined activations and repressions of tens of thousands of
genes to choose from) ensures that most experiments that are possible in principle cannot
be carried out. Meanwhile, the high-dimensionality, discreteness, and stochasticity of the
measured quantities of transcripts for each gene may hide biologically interesting patterns in
subtle, many-body correlations that are covered in a blanket of experimental and molecular
noise.

Machine learning has already been applied successfully to address some of these problems [8].
The use of autoencoders [9], UMAP [10, 11], and other methods of dimensionality reduc-
tion [12, 13] have demonstrated that it is possible to discover relationships in statistical co-
variation of many genes that can be used, for example, to distinguish different cell types and
lineages [14], to predict mean gene expression under perturbation [15,16], to predict the inter-
actions between genes under combinatorial perturbations [17], and to generate counterfactual
predictions on single-cell response under new drug treatments [18] or novel perturbations [19].
However, the greatest successes in the analysis and modeling of single-cell transcriptomes
have principally been restricted to mapping the manifold where the observed data distribu-
tion tends to fall, and have done less to show how to use perturbations to navigate across
it. Though it is possible in principle to learn causal relationships between individual genes
from data, most approaches to this task fail, whether for lack of sufficient samples or due to
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computational slow-down, when trying to handle thousands of genes at once. Additionally,
it remains an open question how easily system behavior can be predicted from even an accu-
rate map of so many complex relationships, particularly when strong perturbations lead to
non-linear, synergetic response. Thus, attempts at predicting the simultaneous changes in
expression of thousands of genes following new combinations of cellular perturbations have
so far met with difficulty.

In one sense, however, this difficulty is not a new one to quantitative science. More than a
century ago, it was appreciated that the task of exactly predicting the behaviors of all the
molecules in a gas or liquid was hopeless, but that there nonetheless were highly accurate
predictive laws that did govern the collective, macroscopic properties of these substances.
Thus, while it was not (and still is not!) feasible to keep track of what every molecule in
a fluid is doing, many-to-one functions of molecular coordinates such as temperature and
pressure have simple and reproducible relationships that grant tremendous predictive power.
Taking inspiration from this ‘statistical mechanical’ framework, we now ask a similar question
about where to find predictability in the cellular transcriptome. If individual genes are highly
variable and extremely numerous, could there perhaps be a set of quantities computed from
thousands of gene expression levels at once that comprise a low-dimensional space of simple,
predictable response to perturbation?

Specific examples of such relationships are already well-known to biology through the concept
of biochemical pathways. Whether in metabolism, the cell cycle, or regulation of programmed
death, the activation or inhibition of processes involving many proteins working in concert is
often a precisely regulated event, in which particular perturbations can trigger large collective
changes in gene expression. Historically, pathways have been discovered by building outward
from initial biochemical discoveries, until a web of functional relationships is uncovered.
Alternatively, genes have long been clustered and grouped according to observed correlations
in their expression or other measures of relatedness. While the first of these approaches is
painstaking and incomplete, the second often does not imply a clear prediction about how a
cell is expected to respond when a gene or group of genes is targeted. Yet, the past successes
of pathway identification through biochemical experimentation and clustering suggest an
opportunity to capture what is predictable about cellular response to perturbation in a
unified framework that can be learned from panoramic data.

Results

We develop Lowdeepredict, a deep learning model for single-cell gene expression under per-
turbation. It maps perturb-seq single-cell RNA sequencing data to a low-dimensional rep-
resentation in which the response to single and multiple genetic perturbations is highly
predictable. Since this is a neural network-based model, we devise an efficient procedure to
impute causal relationship between genes (through a forward pass) and use that to generate
hypotheses regarding genetic interactions and functional relatedness. We also demonstrate
a Monte Carlo approach to identify novel gene sets with high synergistic interactions. We
further show that the causal interactions between genes in these sets are preserved through
a benchmarking scheme.
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Lowdeepredict learns a low-dimensional representation in which
causal relationships between genes can be robustly detected

Uncovering the causal relationships between genes from single-cell RNA sequencing data from
perturbation screens is a daunting task, due to long-standing challenges in causal inference
for high-dimensional data [20–24]. Deep learning approaches present a possible way forward
because they excel at projecting such data into low-dimensional spaces where relationships
between the projected variables are easier to uncover and sometimes more interpretable [25].
We propose a novel deep learning model that identifies such low-dimensional representations
in a perturbation-response setting. Unlike existing methods that focus on, for example,
predicting the expression patterns for unseen perturbations [15–19] (see [8] for a summary
of these methods), our approach stipulates a low-dimensional set of causal relationships and
then requires neural networks to find new representations of gene expression that respect
these relationships. Doing so allows us to robustly detect and predict changes of state in
this low-dimensional space that result from perturbations.

In Fig. 1, we illustrate the ideas behind this scheme. Consider the expression of three dis-
joint gene groups {b1, b2, · · · , bNb} (blue), {g1, g2, · · · , gNg} (green), {r1, r2, · · · , rNr} (red),
and neural networks Fb, Fg, and Fr that map them to real numbers zb, zg, and zr, re-
spectively. Different transcriptional states define points on the level hypersurfaces de-
scribed by zb = Fb(b1, b2, · · · , bNb) in RNb+1, by zg = Fg(g1, g2, · · · , gNg) in RNg+1, and by
zr = Fr(r1, r2, · · · , rNr) in RNr+1. In Fig. 1, we assume that without any perturbation, the
state of a cell is given by (zb, zg, zr) = (0, 0, 0) and that the imposed causal order is such
that zb causes zg and zg causes zr. When gene bk is perturbed, e.g., being CRISPR acti-
vated to the expression level of b?k (i.e. expression is quenched to the value b?k), the cell state
moves along the blue surface to where zb takes value z?b = Fb(b1, · · · , b?k, · · · , bNb) (i.e. the
“height” of the surface is z?b , see Fig. 1b). Since zb is upstream of zg and zr, this response
to perturbation is sequentially propagated to zg → z?b then zr → z?b , thereby causing the cell
state to move on the green and red surface to where the “height” is z?b . Instead, if gene rk
is perturbed with its value quenched to r?k, the cell state moves on the red surface to where
the “height” is z?r (Fig. 1c). Since zr is the most downstream of all, this response is not
propagated in the low-dimensional space. However, in the expression space quenching rk
very likely incurs changes in the expression of genes in the blue and green group, but since
their low-dimensional representations zb and zg remain the same (at 0), the initial cell state
traverses a constant-valued contour on the blue and green surfaces. Once such a representa-
tion is learned, the perturbation-response behavior of gene expression has been reduced to
a small set of effective variables that respect the requirements of a specific causal graph.

Neural networks that distinguish between different stages of per-
turbation enables a learning scheme consistent with an imposed
causal graph.

Training Lowdeepredict begins by randomly partitioning all genes into several large groups
of hundreds or thousands of genes, each one of which will correspond to a single node in
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state before perturbation
state after perturbation
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Figure 1: Learning a low-dimensional representation of gene expression that
enables accurate prediction of perturbation response. Shown here is an exam-
ple where the expression of three disjoint (high-dimensional) gene groups {b1, b2, · · · , bNb}
(blue), {g1, g2, · · · , gNg} (green), and {r1, r2, · · · , rNr} (red) are mapped to three real num-
bers, zb, zg and zr, via neural networks Fb, Fg and Fr, respectively. These expressions
define three surfaces in RNb+1 (blue), RNg+1 (green), and RNr+1 (red) through zb =
Fb(b1, b2, · · · , bNb), zg = Fg(g1, g2, · · · , gNg) and zr = Fr(r1, r2, · · · , rNr). Here we stipu-
late a causal order between zb, zg and zr by imposing a causal graph: zb causes zg and
zg causes zr. a: Prior to perturbations, the transcriptional state of a cell defines the lo-
cations on these surfaces (indicated by the open star). We assume that neural networks
map this state to (zb, zg, zr) = (0, 0, 0) for simplicity. b: Perturbing the k-th gene in the
blue group by setting its expression bk → b?k changes the value of zb to z?b (i.e., the value
of zb is quenched to z?b ). Due to the stipulated causal order, this effect is propagated se-
quentially to zg then zr. Assuming no attenuation in the propagated effect, we have that
(zb, zg, zr) : (0, 0, 0) → (z?b , 0, 0) → (z?b , z

?
b , 0) → (z?b , z

?
b , z

?
b ). In the expression space, such

perturbation brings a cell to a new state defined by new locations on all three surfaces (in-
dicated by the yellow star).
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Figure 1: continued from the previous page

c: When the k-th gene in the red group is perturbed (rk → r?k), the state of zr is quenched
to z?r . Since zr is the terminal node in the causal graph, such effect is not propagated, i.e.,
(zb, zg, zr) : (0, 0, 0)→ (0, 0, z?r ). In the expression space, the new cell state differs from prior
to perturbation only in terms of its location on the red surface.

a causal graph. The implicit assumption in doing this is that as long as each node has a
sufficient number and diversity of genes associated with it, the genes in the node will have
the potential to capture whatever biological relationships the model fixates on. For example,
the dataset we use in this work consists of single-cell RNA-seq expression matrix of roughly
84k cells × 14k genes [5]. A random partitioning into 3 groups (Fig. 2b) yields ∼ 4.6k genes
per group which well-samples a diverse set of biological pathways (e.g. KEGG [26]). We
then associate each group α with a neural network Fα that maps the expression pattern to
a low-dimensional space. To capture the complex dynamics of expression throughout the
course of perturbations, Fα takes in a 3-dimensional input for every gene in group α which
we explain below.

Before any perturbation is applied, cells are at the basal state characterized by their reference
expression which we denote by gref. Note that we follow the data processing procedure in [5]
so that all cells have the same reference expression, which explains the missing cell and
gene index in gref. Now consider a perturbation on gene j (in group α) that “quenches” its
value to gij, where i is the cell index. We call this the quenched expression as this is what
we would have measured at the onset of perturbations. Following this, the perturbation
effect is propagated throughout the unknown genetic network that involves d � 1 genes,
after which the expression of gene j relaxes to a steady-state gSS

ij (which we call the steady-
state expression, see Fig. 2a). There are a few things to note before we describe how our
proposed neural network utilizes these data to impose causal order. First, in addition to
gene expression, every cell i in group α (with size dα) is associated with a one-hot encoding
vector µi ∈ {0, 1}dα that indicates which genes in α are perturbed in cell i. For the dataset
in [5], these are the barcodes that cells carry about which gene or pair of genes are perturbed
in the CRISPRa experiment (see Fig. S1 for the perturbation coverage). Second, although
quenched expression is never measured, it can nonetheless be computed as gi = gref +λi ∗µi,
where λi ∈ Rdα is the perturbation weight vector (to be learned by the model) that represents
the strength of the applied perturbation and gref ∈ Rdα is the reference expression of genes
in group α .Throughout this work, we assume that there is one single perturbation weight
parameter λ across all cells and all perturbed genes to reduce the number of learnable
parameters, i.e. gi = gref + λµi. Doing so reduces the number of trainable parameters (d,
the number of genes) and helps with convergence.

Our proposed neural network Fα maps the steady-state expression gss
i ∈ Rdα , quenched

expression gi ∈ Rdα , and reference expression gref ∈ Rdα of genes in group α to a tuple of
three real numbers Zα = (Fα(gss

i ), Fα(gi), Fα(gref)) which we use to indicate the state of each
group (Fig. 2b). We then stipulate causal relationships between Zα’s. In Fig. 2c, we have
that both Z1 and Z2 cause Z3, namely, they form a v-structure (i.e. “collider” ) directed
acyclic graph (DAG). The intuition is that perturbations of genes in group 1 (2) should only
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affect the state of Z1 (Z2) and Z3 but not of Z2 (Z1). In addition, perturbations of genes
in group 3 should only affect the state of Z3 since Z3 is the leaf node of the causal graph
(i.e. it has not child). When genes in group 1 and 2 are perturbed, we require the effect to
propagate linearly to the affect the state of Z3 (Fig. 2d). To enforce this mathematically,
we first define the quenched response for node (i.e. gene group) α as the difference between
the quenched and reference state,

∆α(i) ≡ Fα(gi)− Fα(gref), (1)

as well as the observed response as the difference between the steady-state and reference
state

Xobs
α (i) ≡ Fα(gss

i )− Fα(gref). (2)

We then add up the quenched response of upstream nodes and propagate it to match the
observed response of nodes downstream. Concretely, let A be the adjacency matrix of
the low-dimensional causal graph, where Aαβ = 1 if and only if node α → node β. The
propagated predicted response that node α receives is given by

X̂α(i) =
K−1∑
k=0

M∑
β=1

[Ak]βα∆β(i), (3)

where K is the smallest positive integer for which AK = 0, assuming A corresponds to a
directed acyclic graph (DAG). Note that A0 = I (the identity matrix.) Neural networks Fα’s

are trained such that we can use the predicted response X̂α(i) to accurately approximate the
observed response Xobs

α (i) through their mean squared difference (see Methods: Causal loss
function for details). A simple example is shown in Fig. 2d where genes in group 1 and 2
are perturbed. In this case, the quenched responses of these nodes are added up to match
the observed response of z3: X̂3(i) ≡ ∆1(i) + ∆2(i) ≈ Xobs

3 (i). In Fig. S2, we enumerate all
other possibilities of perturbation for the causal graph in Fig. 2c pictorially. We also list
the mathematical expression of causal loss for all these conditions in Table S1. Note that
additional loss terms are added to the causal loss to avoid trivial solutions and to improve
training performance and interpretability, see Methods for details.

Overall, we propose a neural network scheme that takes in gene expression from different
stages of a typical CRISPR perturbation event. The neural networks are trained by min-
imizing a causal loss function that enforces causal order between the low-dimensional rep-
resentations of genes. This results in a model that maps high-dimensional gene expression
to a low-dimensional space where the causal order is consistent with the biological response
between genes subjected to perturbations.

Extensive search in the space of causal graph and gene assignment
schemes reveals models with high predictive success

Our modeling approach proceeds by fixing a choice of causal graph by assumption and then
training arbitrary functions of gene expression represented by neural networks in order that
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<latexit sha1_base64="16+cB8AIQdHl/z6G79s7zwk8x6k=">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</latexit>�
−( )Z1

Z2

Z3

Imposition of causal order 
(e.g., 3-node v-structure DAG)

a

c

Ge
ne

 g
ro

up
 1

Gene group 2

G
ene group 3

Quenched responses of upstream nodes are 
summed together and propagated to match the 
observed response of the downstream node

<latexit sha1_base64="hk1EOb1UYvRkUWG6p7BxrL12T1U=">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</latexit>

gSS
i : steady-state expression vector of cell i

<latexit sha1_base64="szL2227jDJyKIfc4XVGpnUWpRFA=">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</latexit>

gi : quenched expression vector of cell i
: reference expression vector (same across the whole 
population)

<latexit sha1_base64="fzrhyvZpGYuepyMlGkJyTx3F0p8=">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</latexit>gref

G
ene group  𝛼

Z𝛼 =

Neural network  F𝛼

=

<latexit sha1_base64="GjNzjlVqzCHrBsDkJ6HaSeqfKhY=">AAADXXicfVLBbtNAEN0mFIopJYUDBy5Wo0oFFctOkzi+VYAQF0RRSVspDtF6PU5WWa+t3XVJWPnO13CFX+HEr7BOUhRKYSTvjmbe23kznihnVCrX/bFRq9/avH1n6651b/v+zoPG7sMzmRWCQJ9kLBMXEZbAKIe+oorBRS4ApxGD82j6ssqfX4KQNOMf1DyHYYrHnCaUYGVCo8be61GIWT7BB2GK1SRK9Lj8qEMFM6VPT8tyRJ+OGk3Xabm9oNuxXeeo4wd+YBzf87tB1/Ycd2FNtLKT0W6tGcYZKVLgijAs5cBzczXUWChKGJRWWEjIMZniMQyMy3EKcqgXzZT2vonEdpIJ83FlL6LrDI1TKedpZJCVYnk9VwVvyg0KlfSGmvK8UMDJslBSMFtldjUZO6YCiGJz42AiqNFqkwkWmCgzP2t//an4kuZyJXu21G3dqMMKOXwiWZpiHj/T4SQTnyMsSh2KgsHA6cBsqFvVVWrX6eSqvM4w/06tMZ57FWMJXRGryq/AzFnAW1PyXQ4Cq0wYLhbjFJuXzR0eVt7/gJRfAY1nuo0hMSu16E0To2WeUz4ttRhHldRecGhWoN1enL2/8SIzC4kjVsBvSrfC+kfVGRiGZdbqanfsfztnLcfrOu337ebxi9WCbaEnaA8dIA/56Bi9QSeojwj6gr6ib+h77Wd9s75d31lCaxsrziP0h9Uf/wKbZRTo</latexit>

F↵(gSS
i )

<latexit sha1_base64="+fOli0o8ecjs0H1igFTHBCtAeqk=">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</latexit>

F↵(gi)

<latexit sha1_base64="szL2227jDJyKIfc4XVGpnUWpRFA=">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</latexit>

gi
<latexit sha1_base64="hk1EOb1UYvRkUWG6p7BxrL12T1U=">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</latexit>

gSS
i

<latexit sha1_base64="fzrhyvZpGYuepyMlGkJyTx3F0p8=">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</latexit>gref
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
<latexit sha1_base64="v2DgOWHfYWQqqYcxoDYfVsXOiZs=">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</latexit>

F↵(gref)

d
Propagation of causal influence

(e.g., both upstream nodes are perturbed)

Z1

b

Expression of the 
j-th gene for cell i

. . . = = <latexit sha1_base64="6zEkDDp89EwwzHI9yrYpTWXVLxQ=">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</latexit>gref

<latexit sha1_base64="I756fBgxCJ7w9OZlN4IzCqeihco=">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</latexit>

gSS
ij

<latexit sha1_base64="ye+3FYoJQkAUxE7zFABetzakQ0w=">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</latexit>

gij

<latexit sha1_base64="6zEkDDp89EwwzHI9yrYpTWXVLxQ=">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</latexit>gref
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Figure 2: Causal order is imposed in the low-dimensional space learned by neu-
ral networks that distinguish between different stages of perturbations. a: Our
model distinguishes between three expression values: gref is the expression level prior to
perturbation, gi is the value immediately after perturbation (i.e. the value of expression is
“quenched” to the level of perturbation), and gss

i is the steady-state value. For the CRISPRa
Perturb-seq data in [5], the steady-state value is processed so that the expression level of
perturbed cells is z-normalized with respect to the expression of unperturbed cells (which
effectively sets the reference expression to zero for all cell indexed by i.) The quenched state
is to be learned by our model. b: Shown here is an example where three disjoint gene groups
α = 1, 2, 3 are mapped to their corresponding low-dimensional representations zα’s via neu-
ral networks Fα’s. Fα maps the steady-state expression gss

i , quenched expression gi, and
reference expression gref of genes in group α to three real numbers (i.e. low-dimensional em-
beddings): Fα(gss

i ), Fα(gi), and Fα(gref), respectively. We use markers to distinguish these
values: � := Fα(gss

i ), 4 := Fα(gi) and © := Fα(gref). c: A 3-node v-structure DAG is
imposed: both group 1 and group 2 cause group 3. We use colors to distinguish between
groups: blue for α = 1, green for α = 2, and yellow for α = 3. Markers are as defined in
b. d: When genes in groups α = 1, 2 are perturbed, their respective quenched response,
defined as Fα(gi) − Fα(gref) (i.e. blue/green 4− blue/green ©) are summed together and
propagated downstream to match the observed response of z3 (i.e. F3(gss

i )− F3(gref), yellow
�− yellow ©). In Fig. S2, we enumerate all possible cases of perturbation to illustrate the
mechanism behind the imposition of causal order. Definitions of all quantities are given in
Table S2. The mathematical expression of the propagation of causal influence in given in
the main text.
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Node-averaged Pearson = 0.86
a b

2

1
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Figure 3: Searches in the space of causal graph and gene assignments selects a
causal graph that is highly trainable and with good test performance. We train,
in total, 169 models with different DAG topologies, each with 3-4 random gene bucket-
ing/assignment schemes. The search in the DAG space consists of all possible 2-node and
3-node weakly-connected DAGs (2 + 18), 2 (out of 543) 4-node DAGs, 3 (out of 3,781,503)
6-node DAGs, and 3 (out of ∼ 7.8× 1011) 8-node DAGs, see Fig. S3 for their topology. All
weakly-connected 3-node DAGs fall into one of the followings: Cascade, v-structure, common
parent, and feedforward loop. a: Shown here are the node-averaged Pearson’s correlations
between the predicted response and observed response computed using the validation data
stratified by graph topology. Members in each topology is given in Fig. S3. Graph structure
of the best performing model (indicted by red circle) is shown in the inset. b: Observed
response is plotted against the predicted response for the best performing model. Color
indicates density estimated with Gaussian kernels. Columns are labeled by node number
corresponding to the graph in the inset of a. Top row shows the result for training data,
the middle row shows that for the validation data, and the bottom shows that for the test
data. Node-wise Pearson’s correlation magnitude |ρ| is indicated for each node and data
type (train, validation, or test).
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their outputs obey the rules of that graph. This procedure of course raises the question:
which causal graph should be chosen? Though more advanced techniques might be used
in future, here we train separate models for a diverse range of small graphs, with genes
assigned to each node of the graph by random assortment. The search is restricted to the
space of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) in order that the resulting models will admit a
simple causal interpretation. Note that although this greatly reduces the space of graphs
to perform search on, the number of DAGs with m nodes, G(m), is still super-exponential
in m, e.g., G(2) = 3, G(3) = 25, G(4) = 543, G(5) = 29, 281, G(6) = 3, 781, 503 etc. [22].
For this reason, we elect to consider 28 graphs consisting of all possible 2-node and 3-node
weakly-connected DAGs (2 + 18 graphs), 2 (out of ∼ 500) 4-node weakly-connected DAGs, 3
(out of ∼3M) 6-node weakly-connected DAGs, and 3 (out of ∼ 7.8×1011) 8-node DAGs, see
Fig. S3 for their topology. For each graph, we partition genes randomly using 3-4 different
random seeds, which yields 169 models trained and each optimized to select the combination
of hyper-parameters (using Optuna [27])that yields the best validation node-average Pearson
correlation between the predicted and observed response.

In Fig.3a, we show the node-averaged Pearson correlation for models we trained and opti-
mized as described. For 3-node DAGs, we stratify the results according to graph topology:
v-structure, cascade, common parent, and feedforward loop. The best performing model
from this analysis is a three-node v-structure graph attaining 0.86 node-average validation
Pearson correlation ρ between predicted and observed perturbation response of the graph
nodes. We use its magnitude |ρ| as a metric to gauge model performance, as it quantifies the
correlation between the response (in the low-dimensional space) expected by the model and
what was measured in the experiments. In Fig. 3b, we plot the joint density of the observed
response, Equation (2), and the predicted response, Equation (3), for this model and show
the Pearson correlation between them for each node and across training, validation, and test
data (80-10-10 split). Note that this model achieves 0.84 node-averaged Pearson correlation
with test dataset. These results combined to show that our training procedure that aims to
enforce causal order through a pre-specified causal graph can produce low-dimensional rep-
resentation of genes in which the measured perturbation response in highly consistent with
what the model predicts. Note that as a negative control, we train 400 models on graphs
with zero connectivity (i.e., disconnected graphs). We find that models as such are hard to
train (with averaged performance |ρ| ∼ 0.5), see Fig. S19. We speculate that the diminished
performance is due to the lack of constraint in the loss landscape from the connectivity of
the imposed causal graph.

It should be noted, however, that such a model should not be thought of as a uniquely
predictable low-dimensionality in the data; it is very reasonable to suppose that there could
be more than one way of projecting high-dimensional gene expression into a few quantities
for which a certain causal graph relation is obeyed. Indeed, our results showed a number
different causal graphs that could be satisfied with relatively high correlation, particularly
with different random assignment of genes to nodes. Nonetheless, what the model training
discovers in the data is a robust rule for predicting the downstream, low-dimensional effects
of CRISPR activation across a range of different perturbations of gene singles and pairs.
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a Pathway group
– 126 upstream pathway genes (upstreamness > 0)

– 29 perturbed (fixed)
– 97 unperturbed (fixed)

Random group
– + 126 upstream non-pathway genes*

– 28 perturbed (fixed)
– 98 random unperturbed 

Downstream group
– 578 downstream pathway genes (upstreamness = 0)

– 37 perturbed (fixed)
– 541 unperturbed (fixed)
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Figure 4: Group perturbation response accurately differentiates between the path-
way from the non-pathway genes. a: Design of causal benchmark experiment. We select
704 genes from a set of KEGG pathways that are related to cell growth/death, signaling,
and general transcriptional pathways (see Table S4). These genes are called pathway genes.
As described in Methods, they are assigned to two groups depending on their upstreamness,
defined in Equation (21): those with positive upstreamness are in the upstream node 0
(Pathway group) while those with zero upstreamness are assigned to the downstream node
1 (Downstream (pathway) group). To maximally utilize the data in [5], we assign all the
remaining (i.e. after the pathway gene assignment) 28 genes that were experimentally per-
turbed to the upstream node. These upstream non-pathway perturbed genes are validated
to not cause any genes in the downstream node and any of the upstream pathway genes (blue
box) using causal ground-truth [28]. In this benchmark experiment, we also assign to the
upstream node 98 randomly sampled genes that are validated to not cause any genes in the
downstream node. These 98 genes and the 28 perturbed non-pathway gene constitute the
Random group (orange box). A breakdown of gene composition for each node is summarized
in Table 1.
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Figure 4: continued from previous page

b: Model performance for the benchmark ensemble. c: Shown here are the response magni-
tude curves |Q(0)

S (λ)| plotted against the total perturbation weight λ from a Lowdeepredict
model trained according to a. Blue curves refer to S = pathway group and orange curves
refer to S = random group. The left panel uses all genes in each group, the middle panel
focuses only on the perturbed genes in each group, and the right panel considers only the
unperturbed genes in each group. In all panels, |Q(0)

S (λ)| is plotted in units of learned
perturbation weight λ? (≈ 1.6511 for this model). Dashed lines correspond to one unit of
λ?. The gap between the pathway and random group, Λ?, as defined in Equation(7), is
indicated. d: Distribution of the normalized response gap. The normalization amounts to
rescaling the response gap, Λ?, by the geometric mean of gaps across the 10 experiments in
the ensemble. The x-axis indicates the basis of comparison: compare between all genes in
each group (blue), only the perturbed gene in each group (orange), or only the unperturbed
genes (green) in each group. Note that all the gaps are positive. e: We perform the one-
sided Mann-Whitney U test with the null hypothesis that genes in the pathway group are
stochastically equal in their gradient magnitude than those in the random group. A p-value
< 0.05 favors the alternative hypothesis that pathway genes are stochastically higher in score
than genes in the random group. Results from a similar test comparing the perturbed genes
against the unperturbed genes are shown as well. In conducting the test, we focus only on
the top-k (k = 10, 20, 28) genes in terms of single perturbation response magnitude. Dashed
line indicates p-value = 0.05. Note that the y-axis is − log10(p).

Group perturbation response accurately identifies related gene groups

In the above, we have trained a model to find functions that map high-dimensional gene
expression to a small set of node variables that obey a simple, known causal structure. Such
a model will only be useful, however, if the low-dimensional predictability it uncovers can
be employed to reveal biological relationships that can be understood and acted upon. A
large number of genes’ expression levels may contribute in principle to the value of a function
zα = Fα(g), but after model training, one might think that only specific combinations of
expression changes from a subset of these genes will actually determine the value of node
α. In Figure S14b we show the distribution of gradient magnitudes of the functions Fα
with respect to all of their gene arguments. Based on the gradient magnitude, we select the
top-ranking genes and annotate them with KEGG pathways based on functional enrichment
analysis through DAVID [29]. It turns out, except for nodes where we explicitly assign
KEGG pathway genes to (e.g., node 0 in Figure S14a that consists entirely of genes from
selected KEGG pathways), we do not get meaningful and significantly enriched annotations,
see Figure S14d.

Since basic, single-gene measures of feature importance do not turn out to have obvious
meaning in the model, we must consider a more novel approach. We note that the model is
trained to detect predictable patterns in response to perturbation, and also that it does so
by computing quantities that integrate information from the expression levels of many genes
at once. We therefore now ask which groups of genes are predicted by the model to have a
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particularly strong response in the causally downstream node variable(s) when perturbed.
Since the model is aimed at integrating information from the expression levels of many genes
simultaneously, it stands to reason that part of the predictability in the data may be good
at identifying may require examining collective, multi-gene properties. We stress that our
attempt is to interrogate the potentially nonlinear interactions between genes that explain
the high predictability in the projected low-dimensional space, rather than predicting the
single-cell transcriptional state under multi-gene perturbation which is technical difficult in
experiments. Therefore, the notion of “group perturbation response” presented here should
be construed as a means by which meaningful interactions are revealed instead of an in silico
tool to impute the cellular response to experimentally infeasible multi-gene perturbation [19].

To examine this possibility, we develop the concept of a group perturbation response. To
simplify notation, we use [dα] = {1, 2, · · · , dα} to index all the genes in node α. Let S ⊂ [dα]
be the index set for the genes of intereset. Similar to how we define one-hot encoding vectors,
let µS ∈ {0, 1}dα be the binary vector whose elements are zero except for those indexed by
S. We define the group perturbation response of gene set S (whose members are in node
α) under perturbation of strength λ as:

Q
(α)
S (λ) = Fα(gref + λµS)− Fα(gref). (4)

where gref is the reference expression of genes. Note that this definition mimics the finite
difference version of directional derivative of Fα in the direction of v = µS evaluated at gref

with step λ (without the normalization by λ). The motivation for this definition is that it
is possible to ask the trained model for any group of chosen genes in the upstream nodes of
the causal graph how strongly their simultaneous perturbation is predicted by the change
in the node variable value at the perturbed node, such that this change is expected to be
communicated to a corresponding change in the downstream node. In the data set employed
here, perturbations were all single- and double- CRISPR activations, but only ∼ 300 per-
turbations were actually performed. The trained model, however, can make mathematical
predictions about any arbitrary set of combined perturbations

Due to the non-linearity of the functions of gene expression learned by our model, we note
that cooperativity between genes may have the chance to play an important role in contribut-
ing to the predictive success in capturing the structure of biological pathways. We therefore
hypothesize that the group perturbation response measure may correlate with different kinds
of ground truth relating groups of genes to each other in the cell.

To investigate this question, we design a benchmark experiment that consists of a pre-selected
sets of pathway genes and random genes (see Methods and Table S4 for details). Each gene is
assigned to one of the two nodes in a simple causal graph HLowdeepredict (Fig. 4a), depending
on their degree of upstreamness (defined in Equation (21)) in source of ground-truth for
causal order [28] – genes with non-zero upstreamness (labeled Pathway group in Fig. 4a),
meaning they are the causal parents of some other genes, are placed in the upstream node
0 while those with zero upstreamness (labeled Dowstream (pathway) group), meaning they
are the leaf nodes in the ground-truth gene-gene interaction network, are placed in the
downstream node 1. The upstreamness of a gene is determined based on a set of “ground-
truth” derived from MetaBase (Clarivate) by filtering the overall transcriptional regulation
for “causal” only interactions [28].
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In addition to these pathway genes, we randomly sample genes that are not in the selected
pathways and assign them to the upstream node (labeled Random group). The number
of random genes is chosen such that the perturbed and unperturbed populations (in the
experiments conducted in [5]) are almost identical across the pathway group and random
group (see Fig. 4a and Table 1). Ultimately, we want to assess if, conditioned on the
perturbation status or not, genes in the pathway group tend to have high group response
compared to those in the random group.

Since this benchmark experiment requires random sampling, we construct an ensemble of
10 experiments as described above, except that the random seed used for the sampling are
different across experiments. For each experiment, we train a Lowdeepredict model with
HLowdeepredict as the imposed causal graph and perform hyperparameter optimization [27].
Overall, the ensemble achieves around 0.8 Pearson correlation on average (Fig. 4b). For
each trained model, we apply in silico perturbation of strength λ to genes in the pathway
group (Sp with Np genes) and the random group (Sr with Nr genes) in the upstream node
0 and measure their respective response magnitude (c.f. Equation (4)):

|Q(0)
P (λ)| = |F0(gref + λµSP

)− F0(gref)| (5)

|Q(0)
R (λ)| = |F0(gref + λµSR

)− F0(gref)|, (6)

where the subscript P and R indicate the pathway and random group, respectively. We
then vary the perturbation strength λ to trace out the response curves. As an example, in
Fig. 4c, we compare the curve for the pathway group (blue) against that for the random
group (orange), conditioned on gene perturbation status (middle and right) as well as un-
conditionally (i.e. using all genes in each group; left panel). In all cases, we observe that
pathway group has higher response than the random group. To facilitate comparison across
experiments in the ensemble, we define a scalar metric called the response gap to quantify
the difference in the group response at the perturbation weight learned by the model, λ?:

Λ? ≡ |Q(0)
P (λ?)| − |Q(0)

R (λ?)|. (7)

The response gap for each experiment (λ?i ) is then normalized by the geometric mean (GM)
of all gaps across the ensemble: Ξ?

i ≡ Λ?
i /µg, where µg = GM({Λ?

i }) = (
∏10

i=1 Λ?
i )

1/10. Such
normalization ensures that gaps from different experiments (as scale factors) are compared
on an equal footing. Note that Λ?

i > 0 across the 10 experiments, which makes their GM well-
defined. This also means that pathway genes consistently have higher response magnitude
than the random genes. In Fig. 4d, we show the distribution of the normalized gap.

To assess if the pathway genes and random genes can be distinguished under simpler interac-
tion score (as opposed to multi-gene perturbation described above), we compute the average
gradient of each gene (as described previously). We then conduct one-sided Mann-Whitney
U tests to compute a p-value under the null hypothesis that both groups are stochastically
indistinguishable. This test stipulates an alternative hypothesis that the pathway group is
stochastically higher in score than the random group. Since empirically the group distribu-
tions have fat tails, we opted to compute the p-values with only the top-k (k = 10, 20, 28,
number of perturbed genes in the random group) genes within each group. For cases where
the p-value is smaller than, e.g. 0.05, we say that the the null hypothesis is rejected and the
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alternative is favored. The results are summarized in Fig. 4e (colored green). We observe
that only around 30% of the ensemble have pathway genes stochastically scored higher than
random genes with p < 0.05 (in terms of their gradient magnitude). We also conduct the
same U test to distinguish between perturbed genes and unperturbed genes (Fig. 4e; colored
red). It turns out ∼ 20% of the ensemble have the perturbed genes stochastically scored
higher than the unperturbed genes with p < 0.05. This suggests that single-gene gradient
magnitude does not reliably reproduce the distinguishablity between the pathway and ran-
dom genes, nor does it consistently differentiate between genes with different perturbation
state. Note that in the case of multi-gene group response (Fig. 4c,d), the distinguishability
between the pathway and random genes is independent of the perturbation state. To re-
cap, we design an ensemble of benchmark experiments using known causal ground-truth to
show that group perturbation response accurately distinguishes between functionally related
pathway gene groups from randomly assembled gene groups.

The discovery of particular examples where genes of related function show a highly cooper-
ative response in the low-dimensional space learned by the model suggests a more general
principle may be at play, whereby functional relatedness implies such cooperativity. To test
this possibility, we now ask if groups of genes selected to maximize the predicted response
are generally enriched for genes that are functionally related. Since the search space of
groups of such genes is large, we devise a Monte Carlo (MC) approach to identify gene sets
whose group perturbation response, i.e., the change in the magnitude of the low-dimensional
variable under the simultaneous perturbation of all genes in the group, is maximized. In
Methods, we describe the details of our MC algorithm that identifies a gene set S where the
magnitude of Equation (4) is maximized (see also Algorithm 1).

To start, we allow the Metropolis algorithm (a type of MC algorithms) to build a gene set
from ground-up, meaning that it starts with a randomly sampled seed gene and builds up
the whole set one at a time based on if the acceptance of a gene increases the group response
(see Algorithm 1 for details). The algorithm stops if the gene set grows to a targeted size
(set to be 100), or it reaches the maximum MC steps allowed (105). The choice for the
ground-up algorithm is due to faster convergence for smaller search space of the benchmark
model (Fig. 4a).

We applied this algorithm to the ensemble study described in Fig. 4a. There are 10 ex-
periments in this ensemble representing 10 unique realizations of random genes placement
in upstream node 0. For each experiment, we apply Algorithm 1 with 10 different random
seeds to identity gene sets with target size 100. Note that the size of identified sets varies,
due to the stochasticity in the MC.. In total, we have 10 (experiments) × 10 (random seeds
in MC) = 100 identified gene sets, each of which is analyzed to uncover enriched functional
pathways through DAVID [29]. These pathways (enrichment calls) are furthered examined
based on the Benjamini adjusted p-value at threshold 0.05. A pathway with p < 0.05 is called
significantly enriched and the number of gene sets calling this pathway as such is counted.
This count, when normalized by the number of gene sets (= 100, called maximum count), is
called the frequency (of significant enrichment). Note that any given pathway can be called
significantly enriched for at most 100 times. In this case, every identified gene set would
have called this pathway significantly enriched and the frequency of significant enrichment
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Frequency ≔ count/ max. count

c

Identified through 
MC/random

Identified through 
clustering expression

b

Figure 5: Monte Carlo approach that maximizes group response magnitude out-
performs baseline methods in correctly identifying genes that are functionally
related. As described in Fig. 4a and in the main text, the ensemble study consists of 10
realizations of random gene samplings. a: We perform 10 indepdent Monte Carlo runs, each
with a unique random seed, to identify genes whose group response magnitude is maximized,
see Methods and Algorithm 1 for details. Overall, the ensemble study produces 100 gene
sets (10 realizations of random gene sampling × 10 MC runs). For each gene set, we then
perform functional enrichment analysis through DAVID [29] to report the enriched KEGG
pathways. A pathway with Benjamini p-value < 0.05 is called significantly enriched and the
number of gene sets calling this pathway as such is recorded (i.e. count). Note that a KEGG
pathway can have at most 100 significant enrichment calls (i.e. max count). In this case, the
frequency is 1 (or 100 %). Here we show the frequency of (significant) enrichment calls of
KEGG pathways based on gene sets identified by MC. These results are compared against
baselines such as pure random sampling (i.e. randomly sample gene sets with size fixed to
that of the MC results) and expression clusters using unperturbed cells (with and without
applying PCA to the normalized expression matrix before clustering). In the legend: PC
20 (keep only the top-20 principal components), MC (Monte Carlo), random: randomly
sampled gene sets. Note that the missing of bars indicates zero frequency. b: Maximum
count for various methods are shown. Note that for cluster the maximum count is equal to
the number of clusters identified (based on expression correlation). c: Size distribution of
gene sets identified by various methods is shown.
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is 1 (or 100%).

In Fig. 5a, we show only pathways with frequency greater than 10%. We compare the
MC results (blue) to those based on randomly assembled gene sets (with size fixed to that
of the MC set; colored red) and gene expression clusters (with or without PCA prior to
clustering; colored orange and green, respectively, see Supplementary Methods for details).
We find that MC identifies gene sets with functional annotations consistent with the the
biology of the genes we assign to node 0, e.g., the prevalence of significant enrichment calls
for transcriptional pathways and signaling pathways (see Table S4). Number of gene sets
(i.e. number of enrichment analyses conducted) that produces the result in a as well as the
distribution of their sizes are given in Fig. 5b,c. To summarize, through the ensemble of
benchmark experiments and gene set enrichment analysis, we show that compared to baseline
methods such as expression clustering and random sampling, Monte Carlo algorithm that
optimizes group perturbation response identifies genes whose functional annotations are more
often aligned with the pathway biology present in the benchmark experiment.

Monte Carlo algorithm optimizing group perturbation response
identifies gene sets with pairwise interaction consistent with the
imposed causal order

In the previous section, we show that our Monte Carlo approach maximizing group per-
turbation response more often identifies genes with functional annotations consitent with
the pathway biology present in a small benchmark experiment. Since this benchmark ex-
periment is designed to be causal, meaning genes with non-zero upstreamness are upstream
of genes with zero upstreamness, see Equation (21), we ask if this optimization scheme
could identify genes with the right causal order in a setting where causality is not put in
in the node assignment of genes. To do so, we select 6 KEGG pathways [26] related to cell
growth and death and intersect the corresponding genes with those available in the CRISPRa
dataset [5]. We then place the overlapping genes (326 in total) in the downstream node 0
of the v-structure DAG in Fig. 6a. The remaining genes in the CRISPRa dataset are then
partitioned randomly and evenly into two groups (6, 846 genes each), which are then placed
in the two upstream nodes (node 1 and node 2). Since the downstream biology is fixed,
our model should be forced to learn functions, particularly for the upstream nodes, that,
upon receiving perturbation, accurately predict the response of genes related to cell growth
and death. In Fig. 6a, we show the model predictive performance in terms of node-wise
Pearson correlation (averaged to ρ = 0.84 using validation dataset) after training and hyper-
parameter optimization as outlined in Methods (see also Fig. S5 for detailed performance
breakdown and joint density between predicted and observed response.) Note that the pre-
dicted performance for the downstream node 0 (ρ = 0.77) is slightly worse than that of the
upstream nodes (ρ = 0.88, 0.86). This is due to that the causal loss for the downstream
node comes from two sources – the effect of self-perturbation (i.e. when genes assigned to
downstream node is perturbed) and that propagated from the upstream nodes through per-
turbing genes in these nodes. The upstream nodes, on the other hand, have to deal with
only the self-perturbation effect since they do not have causal parents.
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Validation Pearson = 0.88
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Validation Pearson = 0.86
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–For every pair (xi , yj ) from gene set S (e.g., MC set), compute the forward (causal) flux 𝚽+, the 
backward (anti-causal) flux 𝚽−, and the net flux 𝚽net = (𝚽+ − 𝚽−) /  (𝚽+ + 𝚽−) to estimate the 
corresponding distribution PS(𝚽+), PS (𝚽− ), and PS (𝚽net )

xi y j 

All forward simple paths of length 1
𝚽+(xi , yj ) = 3
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– Ex:

𝚽net = (3 − 1) / (3 + 1) = 0.5 

All backward simple paths of length 1
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Take 1 à 0 as an example:b
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Figure 6: Optimizing group perturbation response with Monte Carlo identifies
novel gene sets whose pairwise interactions among constituent genes respect the
imposed causal order. a: Here we train Lowdeepredict on a 3-node v-structure DAG.
Gene placement is such that the downstream node (0) consists purely of genes that are
related to cell growth and death, see Table S3 for a list of associated pathways, while the
remaining genes are equally and randomly partitioned into the upstream nodes (1 and 2).
We use a Monte Carlo (MC) approach (c.f. Algorithm 2) to identify, for each node α, a

set of genes S
(α)
i , where i is the index for independent MC runs, whose group perturbation

response magnitude is maximized. Shown on the right is an example of such gene sets. In
this figure, we show results for |S(α)

i | = 20 for 20 MC runs (i.e. i = 1, 2, · · · , 20), namely,
MC identifies 20 sets of 20 genes for each node.
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Figure 6: continued from the previous page

b: Illustration on how causal (forward) Φ+, anti-causal (backward) Φ−, and (normalized)
net flux Φnet for any pair of (upstream, downstream) genes are computed. c: Joint density of
forward and backward flux for both the MC gene set (red) and randomly sampled gene sets
(blue). For every edge eαβ ≡ α→ β in a, we first select the top-50 frequently identified genes

for node α, β from {S(α)
i } and {S(β)

i }, respectively. We then apply the procedure outline in
b to compute the fluxes with simple path length d = 1. Results across all edges eαβ are
aggregated to generate the density plot. The density for the random gene set is produced
similarly, except that S

(α)
i and S

(β)
i are sampled randomly and uniformly from genes in node

α, β, respectively (with size 50). d: Shown here is the fraction of gene pairs with Φ+ > Φ−

for both the MC gene set and random gene sets of varying sample sizes (i.e. how many times
we sample 50 genes randomly). MC-pwy20 : MC set generated according to a, random-X :
randomly sample 50 genes X number of times.

We then apply our MC scheme (Algorithm 2) to identify gene sets with large group pertur-

bation response in each node. In Fig. 6a, we show example gene sets S
(α)
i ’s, where α = 0, 1, 2

corresponds to nodes in the graph shown on the left and i is the index for different inde-
pendent MC runs. We perform MC with 20 different random seeds (i.e. i = 1, 2, · · · , 20)

and ask the algorithm to identify, for each run, 20 genes (i.e. |S(α)
i | = 20) whose collective

response in the low-dimensional space is maximized. Note that in this setting, one can have
at most min(number of genes in node α, 202) unique genes among all the Monte Carlo sets

{S(α)
i , i = 1, · · · , 20}. It turns out that gene sets discovered by MC have large overlaps,

especially for node 1 and 2 (i.e. those of ∼ 6.8k random genes, see Table S5). Analyzing the
co-occurrence pattern of genes in these sets reveals that certain subsets tend to be selected
by MC more often than others (see Fig. S6, S7, S8, S9.) It’s worth noting choosing genes
whose expressions are highly correlated (i.e. co-expression clusters) does not necessitate high
response upon their perturbation (see Fig. S13 for details.)

Armed with this discovery, we then ask if the interactions between the most-frequently
identified genes contained in these sets are consistent with known literature. To answer
that we employ a set of “ground-truth” transcriptional gene-gene interactions as described
previously [28] (which we denote as Ggt and dub causal ground-truth from here on). We
further develop an approach to compute, for every directed edge eαβ ≡ α→ β in the model-
imposed causal graph (e.g. Fig.6 a), the degree of causal consistency between genes in α and
those in β with respect to known interactions in Ggt. In Fig.6b, we illustrate this approach.
In short, for every pair of genes (xi, yj), where xi ∈ α and yj ∈ β, we compute the forward
(causal) flux Φ+(xi, yj) as the number of simple paths (of length 1) from xi to yj based on the
known causal interactions in Ggt. Similarly, we can also compute the backward (anti-causal)
flux Φ−(xi, yj) as the number of simple paths of length d from yj to xi with respect to Ggt.
Intuitively, Φ+(Φ−) quantifies the amount of causal (anti-causal) flow for this gene pair.
In Fig.6c, we show the joint density for Φ+ and Φ− for MC discovered gene sets (red) as
well as randomly sampled gene sets (blue, sampled 10000 times). These densities come from
the aggregating the fluxes for all edges eαβ in the graph shown in Fig.6a. Fraction of pairs
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(i.e. integrated density) that lie above the 45-degree line, namely, those with Φ+ > Φ−,
are indicated (0.84 for MC gene sets and 0.32 for random gene sets). This result shows
that ∼ 84% of gene pairs identified by MC have interactions consistent with known ground-
truth as opposed to ∼ 31% for the random gene sets. In Fig.6d, we show such fraction for
various sampling sizes (100, 1k, 10k). Consistently, the MC-optimized gene sets have the
highest fraction of gene pairs whose causal interactions are compatible with those know in
literature. These results combined to show that our MC approach optimizing the magnitude
of group perturbation response identifies genes whose pairwise interactions strongly agree
with the causal order of the deep-learned low-dimensional DAG model with known causal
ground truth. Indeed, when examining gene-gene edges for the top few genes that recur
in MC-optimization, we even observe perfect, edge-by-edge agreement between the ground
truth and the causal order of our DAG model (see Fig. S10).

b

1 2

0

coarse-grained causal 
graph H Fraction of edges not obeying H:

!
"#
= 0.15

Using the top-50 genes in each node

Fraction of edges not obeying H:
#
$#
= 0

Using the top-30 genes in each node
ca

Figure 7: Causal graph constructed from MC genes is highly consistent with
known gene-gene directed interaction network. a: Imposed causal order for the setup
discussed in Fig.6a. Here we name it the coarse-grained causal graph H. b: We use the top-50
frequently identified genes for each node in a to construct a subgraph based on the ground-
truth causal network Ggt. Details of graph construction is given in Methods. The resulting
graph contains genes (as nodes) from the top-50 MC set and edges that indicate direct
transcriptional interactions found in Ggt. Genes are colored according to their assignment in
H. In this graph, there are 3 edges not consistent with H (colored red): TP73 (node 0) →
GDF15 (node 1), TP73 (node 0) → CEBPA (node 1), and TP73 (node 0) → EGR1 (node
1). The fraction of edges not obeying H is indicated in the middle. c: Results for using
top-30 genes. In Fig.S10, we vary top-k and compare these results with randomly generated
graphs.
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Gene-gene interaction networks constructed with MC gene sets
contain high proportion of known causal interactions.

In the previous section, we demonstrate that our MC-based approach optimizing group
perturbation response identifies genes whose interactions are highly causal. Here we ask if
the directional gene-gene interaction networks constructed with these genes are consistent
with the known ground-truth. First, we use the top-k frequently identified genes from
the MC gene set to build an interaction network out of the causal ground-truth Ggt (i.e.
a directional gene-gene interaction network based on known interactions, see Methods for
details). This network, denoted as Gknown, is then examined for its consistency with the
model imposed causal graph H (Fig. 6a). This can be done by, for example, counting the
interactions between genes (or edges i → j, where i, j are genes) in Gknown not consistent
with H. An edge i → j, where i ∈ α and j ∈ β (i.e., gene i/j is assigned to node α/β in
H) is said to be not consistent with H if α → β is not in H. In Fig. 7b, we show these
graphs for the top-50 genes from the MC set. In this case, Gknown contains 3 edges (colored
red) not consistent with H (Fig. 7a). These are the edges that correspond to node 0 →
node 1, which is not present in H. After pruning these edges from Gknown one arrives at a
graph Gm that fully respects the model mandated causal order. To quantify the degree of
causal inconsistency, we use the fraction of edges in Gknown not aligned with H (3/20 = 0.15,
labeled in Fig. 7b). Note that this fraction becomes zero when we used only the top-30
genes to construct Gknown (Fig. 7c). In Fig. S10, we vary the gene set size k (as in top-k)
and compute the corresponding fraction of inconsistency. These results are compared against
that based on random sampling (1,000 times, each of size k). Across the board, the MC gene
sets have at most 0.18% inconsistency (or at least 0.82 consistent, when k = 60) compared
to ∼ 0.66 inconsistent (or 0.34 consistent) for the random gene sets. In Fig. S12, we use a
variety of causal discovery metrics (e.g. directed/undirected precision and recall, structural
hamming distance, graph p-values etc., see Supplementary Methods for details) to compare
the agreement/disagreement between Gknown and Gm. Again, all these metrics show that the
directional interactions among the MC causal graph are highly consistent with those known
in literature.

Model imputed synergy is consistent with previously reported fit-
ness measure

In the above, the most basic version of Monte Carlo optimization for generation of strongly
cooperative gene groups has been shown to agree significantly with ground truth pertaining
both to functional annotation and to causal order. However, the same procedure for nucle-
ating gene-specific groups can also be modified to produce a predicted measure of synergy
between two different genes being perturbed simultaneously (Algorithm S1). By comparing
the predicted downstream response for scenario in which two genes are perturbed, versus
one where only one member of the pair is perturbed, one may construct a quantity, Equation
(S.27) in Supplementary Information, which measures the degree to which one gene strongly
impacts the ability of the other gene’s perturbation to cause a large downstream impact.
Fortunately, in the same experimental data set with which our deep, low-dimensional causal
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model is trained [5], there is also an associated cell fitness score, called Genetic Interaction
(GI) score in [5], that was measured at the time the perturbation experiment was performed
in the same cell population, see Fig. 8a, S16. We therefore now devise a comparison of the
model-predicted gene pair synergy score (whose derivation only has access to information
from experimental gene expression changes) to the corresponding GI measured for the same
pair in the same Perturb-seq experiments. To do so, we make use of the v-graph model
mentioned above (Fig. 6a), which was trained with a selected set of genes involved in cell
growth and death in the downstream node. GI scores for the experiment quantify the degree
to which the impact of double CRISPRa perturbations deviates from the linear combination
of fitness scores measured for the individual single-gene perturbations making up the pair.
It therefore is reasonable to ask whether the model’s predicted measure of gene-pair synergy
tracks with this experimentally observed non-linearity in impact of the double-perturbation
on fitness.

In order to make this comparison, we divide the number of gene pairs assayed in the experi-
ments in strongly negative, neutral, and strongly positive categories of GI score (Fig. 8b,c).
For these three groups, we then generate histograms of the model-predicted synergy scores.
As can be observed in Fig. 8e, a statistically significant difference in the high-synergy tails
of these distributions is observed, whereby the neutral or non-interacting group of gene pairs
has a less predicted synergy. Of course, the large variability in the synergy score predicted
from the model in all three groups indicates that these predictions cannot be used to predict
GI scores for individual pairs with high accuracy. It should be remembered, however, that
the model itself only is being used to produce a prediction about the impact on the node
function value for of a large number of genes involved with growth and death, and has not
been trained on any labels containing direct experimental measures of cell fitness. Thus, the
general trend of being able to detect bias towards higher synergy in the strong GI pairs is an
encouraging indication that the causal model has detected some signal of relevant biology
ab initio.

Discussion

In this study, we have demonstrated it is possible to extract predictable patterns systemati-
cally from single-cell Perturb seq data. By training a neural network to map transcriptomes
into a low-dimensional, directed acyclic graph, we demonstrate that the impact of a range
of perturbations can be represented predictably in terms of a simple set of causal, linear-
response relations. By analyzing the strongly cooperative gene groups identified by the
trained model, we have moreover demonstrated agreement with sources of biological ground
truth for functional annotation, causal ordering, and synergistic impacts on cell growth and
death. In all of these cases, the level of agreement with ground truth was highly statisti-
cally significant, but not consonant enough to serve as a replacement for the ground truth.
However, what makes this level of agreement striking is that the model was never being
trained to discover gene groups of common function or to promote impact on cell death: the
gene groups identified through Monte Carlo optimization here have been selected only for
the cooperativity and downstream predictability of their combined perturbation. The model
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Figure 8: Distribution of GI score and the computation of synergistic response.
a: Distribution of GI scores. This histogram is compiled from 1483 gene pairs from the GI
map shown in Fig. S16 after filtering out pairs whose members belong to different nodes and
pairs belong to downstream node 0 in the Lowdeepredict causal graph shown in Fig. 6a. b:
602 GI pairs are first stratified based on their GI type then sampled from the histogram in
a for each stratum. Colors indicate GI types (i.e. strata): positive: those with GI > 2.25,
negative: those with GI < −2.0, and zero: those with |GI| < 0.3. Number of pairs for
each type is shown in c. d: An example where gene j is treated as the query gene in the
computation of synergistic response (SR). ‘Sample genes’ k, ` 6= j are highlighted. For gene `,
since the average cooperativity between the pair (`, j) and the genes they nucleate is greater
than that between ` and the genes it nucleates, their average synergistic response 〈s`j〉 > 0.
For sample gene k, we have 〈skj〉 < 0. e: Distribution of the synergistic response magnitude
defined in Equation (S.28). Color indicates the GI type. f : Synergistic response magnitude
averaged across all pairs of the same GI type (i.e. mean of histograms in d).
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training did include an explicit sense of causal order in the architecture, and this is perhaps
the reason that the agreement with causal ground truth was the strongest; nonetheless, the
sense of causal order discovered by the model had to be learned entirely from data without
any causal attribution in the labels.

It has been more common in past approaches to causal discovery in functional genomics data
to seek to map relationships between individual genes. Traditional approaches to such a
challenge in the full transcriptome case have run aground on the computational complexity
of handling so many variables simultaneously, although recent work employing low-rank
and sparsity assumptions has demonstrated an efficient means to generate such gene-level
graphs [30–32]. Though useful, such highly granular graphs with many interconnected nodes
still pose the risk of exhibiting complex and unpredictable behavior at the gene level. We
therefore have tried here to articulate a complementary approach that focuses by construction
on finding that which is most predictable in the collective behavior of many genes. Our model
begins with the stipulation of a low-dimensional causal order and the specification of gene
group assignment before training. Guided by the causal loss function, neural networks are
optimized towards learning a low-dimensional representation in which gene groups respect
the imposed causal order. Due to the high-dimensional nature of gene expression, one should
not expect the learned representation to be unique, meaning that there are conceivably many
representations of gene expression that achieve the same predictive performance (e.g. the
Pearson correlation between the predicted and observed response). Regardless of the non-
uniqueness, gene sets identified by our Monte Carlo scheme seem to be highly consistent
among models trained with different random seeds that are used to initialize and optimize
neural networks but under the same architecture and gene set assignment (see Fig. S15).
However, since the MC search space is constrained to genes that are assigned to the same
node, a new gene-to-node assignment might reveal hidden associations that are absent in we
presented in the main text.

Despite being assembled out of highly diverse and constantly fluctuating types and numbers
of molecular components, living things exhibit many predictable behaviors. Traditionally, the
characterization of the molecular basis for this predictability has begun by taking a behavior
of interest (like cell division) and gradually uncovering groups of genes (such as cyclins) that
play key roles in the instantiation of that behavior. High-dimensional biological data present
the temptation to run things in the opposite direction by beginning with a panoramic view of
many molecular components as they covary under the same conditions and then identifying
the groups of genes whose coordinated action is predictable. Such an approach is difficult
because it is less anchored in what is already known, but has the potential to discover many
new kinds of biological predictability that were previously not identified.

Much still remains to be understood about what the cooperative gene groups identified in
this low-dimensional causal model mean, and how knowledge of them might be used to design
better future experiments or develop therapeutic strategies. A follow-up set of perturbation
experiments that empirically tests whether the multi-gene cooperativity predicted by the
model bears out in reality would serve as a natural starting point, as well as a more general
attempt to establish with the co-nucleated gene groups can be demonstrated to be involved
in some of the same functional tasks. Lastly, a wider range of models can be developed as
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larger panoramic perturbation-response data sets arrive, and as specific research objectives
guide the assignment of genes to nodes in the causal graph in a way that could help to reveal
relationships between selected gene groups of interest.

Methods

Causal loss function

The idea is to causally propagate perturbation response without using the measured steady-
state expression. Such information is only used in the subsequent step to construct the loss
function. Algorithmically, this procedure consists of two steps:

For (sample/cell index) i = 1, 2, · · · , N

1. Compute the quenched response: Compute the quenched response ∆α(i) = Fα(gi)−
Fα(gref), c.f. Eq.(1). Note that this quantity is zero if no genes in node α were directly
pertutbed in experiment for sample i.

2. Compute the predicted response by summing up the contributions from the propa-
gated the quenched response:

X̂α(i) =
K−1∑
k=0

M∑
β=1

[Ak]βα∆β(i), (8)

where K is the smallest positive integer for which AK = 0, assuming DAGness. Note
that A0 = I, the identity matrix. In matrix notation, this translates into

X̂(i) =
K−1∑
k=0

(A>)k∆(i), (9)

where both X̂(i) and ∆(i) are in RM (M is the number of nodes in the imposed DAG.)

3. Compute the loss for this sample, defined as the square difference between the ob-
served response (c.f. Equation (2))

Xobs
α (i) = Fα(gss

i )− Fα(gref), (10)

and the predicted response Eq.(3)(9):

`i = ‖Xobs(i)− X̂(i)‖2
2 =

M∑
α=1

(Xobs
α (i)− X̂α(i))2 (11)

The overall causal graph loss is computed by summing over all (mini-batch) samples

Lgraph =
∑

i∈mini-batch

`i =
∑

i∈mini-batch

M∑
α=1

(Xobs
α (i)− X̂α(i))2. (12)
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Empirically, we observed that samples receiving no perturbation (neither directly from ex-
periment nor indirectly through parental influence) are given less emphasis throughout
training. To mitigate that, we introduce a hyper-parameter ε > 0 that places a positive
weight when evaluating the causal graph loss on such samples. Concretely, for sample i,
let NI(i) ⊂ {1, 2, · · · ,M} be the set of nodes not receiving any kind of input perturbation
(direct or indirect). The modified causal graph loss becomes:

Lgraph, modified =
∑

i∈mini-batch

∑
α∈NI(i)

ε(Xobs
α (i)− X̂α(i))2 + Lgraph (13)

Variance loss and perturbation strength loss

Based on the causal graph loss, one can easily identify trivial solutions where Fα’s are
constant functions. In this case, the causal graph loss Lgraph achieves the global minimum
(zero!) To avoid trivial solutions as such, we impose the following variance loss:

Lvariance = −Var
[{
Xobs
α (i),∆α(i)

}
α∈{1,2,··· ,M}, i∈mini-batch

]
, (14)

which is the negative variance computed based on the collection of the observed response
and quenched response across all the DAG nodes and mini-batch samples, as well as the
perturbation strength loss:

Lperturbation strength = −
∑

i∈mini-batch

M∑
α=1

∆α(i)2. (15)

Intuitively, Eq.(14) encourages Fα to be non-constant while Eq.(15) favors distinguishability
between the quenched state and reference state (which also implies non-constancy of Fα.)

Regularization

L2 regularization is imposed:

LL2 =
M∑
α=1

‖θα‖2 (16)

along with dropout.

Putting all loss terms together

The loss function (to be minimized) is given by, c.f. Eq.(13)(14)(15)(16)

Ltotal = Lgraph, modified + βvarianceLvariance

+ βperturbation strengthLperturbation strength + βL2LL2, (17)

where βvariance, βperturbation strength and βL2 are positive real-valued regularization constants
(treated as hyper-parameters).
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Projecting gene expression down to a group subspace

In Table S2, we defined Fα : Rdα → R as the neural network that maps the expression
of genes in group α to a 1-dimensional real number, see Fig. S18 for an illustration. The
reduction of dimensionality from d to dα is done by projecting the expression data onto the
gene group subspace.

Let Vα ∈ {0, 1}d×dα be a matrix that projects gi to a subspace spanned by genes in group
α through

gi ← V>αgi, (18)

where gi is a d×1 expression vector for sample i. To construct such matrix, first notice that
randomly partitioning d genes into M blocks of size d1, d2, · · · , dM , respectively, is the same
as randomly permuting the index vector u through

ũ ≡ Pu, (19)

where
u ≡ (1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

d1

, 2, · · · , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
d2

, · · · ,M, · · · ,M︸ ︷︷ ︸
dM

) (20)

and P denotes random permutation. Armed with this observation, we define the projection
matrix as Vα[k, j] = 1 only when j, k are such that the j-th element of Mα is k, where Mα

is the solution set defined as Mα ≡ arg{ũ = α}.

Monte Carlo approach to identify gene sets with optimized group
response

Monte Carlo (MC) methods are a class of computational algorithms that involves doing some
kind of random walk in the space of “configurations” (e.g., of spins or of some microscopic
states) [33]. They are particularly useful for problems where analytic solutions are notori-
ously hard to find. A canonical example in statistical physics is concerned with finding the
spin configurations that yield the lowest energy for Ising model. In spatial dimension d ≥ 3,
such problem is known to be analytically intractable, and one standard approach is to resort
to computational methods like Monte Carlo. Here we rephrase the problem of finding a set
of genes S that maximizes the group response magnitude |Q(α)

S | as finding the spin configu-
ration that minimizes energy. In particular, we implement the Metropolis algorithm which
is a special case of a more general Metropolis–Hastings algorithm by assuming symmetric
random walk proposal density and Boltzmann distribution for the marginal density. For a
detailed discussion, we refer the readers to [34].

We implement two versions of Metropolis algorithm: with replacement (Algorithm 2) and
from ground-up (Algorithm 1). For the former (used in Fig. 6, 7), one starts by assuming
a set of random genes (of the target size) and incrementally replaces genes in this set (one
at a time) with candidates that, upon their replacement, increases the magnitude of group
perturbation response. The gene in the set to be replaced, called candidate for removal,
is chosen at random. The gene to replace the candidate for revmoal is drawn at random
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and accepted if its replacement increases the response magnitude (c.f. lowering the energy).
However, in cases where the solution landscape is glassy (i.e. rugged and full of metastable
local minima), one would allow for the acceptance of a gene swap (with probability e−β∆E,
where β is the inverse temperature and ∆E is the energy difference, see Algorithm 2 for
its definition) even if it does not lower the energy (or increase the response magnitude). In
this case, this algorithm is dubbed finite temperature Metropolis. In the zero temperature
limit (i.e. β → ∞), a gene swap is accepted only if it lowers the energy (or increases the
magnitude).

The ground-up version (Algorithm 1, used in Fig.5) follows the same logic– the only difference
is that instead of starting with a gene set of the target size, one attempts to build a gene set
starting from a smaller seed set and incrementally include new genes (one at a time) into
the set if such inclusion increases the group perturbation response. At finite temperature,
inclusion is accepted (with probability e−β∆E) even if not increasing the response.

Causal benchmarking scheme for Fig. 4 and 5

Here we describe the design of the benchmark experiment used in Fig. 4 and 5. The design
consists of the following steps:

Step 1: Constructing the pathway causal graph (Gpathway)

First, we collect genes from KEGG pathways that are related to cell cycle/growth, apoptosis,
signaling and generic transcription (see Table S4 for details.) We then filter them to keep
only those in the CRISPRa dataset [5]. These genes, called pathway genes in Fig. 4 and
5, are then taken as nodes to construct a directed gene-gene interaction network using the
ground-truth causal graph [28]. This graph, denoted as Gpathway, contains 704 nodes and
3,068 edges. Note that Gpathway covers 66 (out of a total of 94) perturbed genes in the
CRISPRa dataset.

Step 2: Computing upstreamness

To quantify how upstream a given gene/node is, we define the upstreamness u(s) for a node
s as the average of the longest simple path length from s to every other nodes in the graph.
Formally, let G = (V , E) be the directed graph of interest with node set V and edge set E .
Recall that a simple path is a path with no repeated nodes. For every pair of nodes (s, t),
where s, t ∈ V , denote the set of longest simple paths from s to t by Ps→t. Let `s→t be the
length of such paths. Note that Ps→t could be ∅. For each (source) node s ∈ V , we define
Ts as the set of (target) nodes t ∈ V \ s such that Ps→t 6= ∅ (i.e., descendants of s). The
upstreamness of s is defined as:

u(s) =

{
1
|Ts|
∑

t∈Ts `s→t if |Ts| > 0

0 if |Ts| = 0
(21)

Step 3: Constructing causal graph for Lowdeepredict (HLowdeepredict)

Based on Equation (21), we can break the nodes in Gpathway into two groups: 126 with
nonzero upstreamness (29 of which were perturbed) and 578 with zero upstreamness (28 of
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Algorithm 1 Pathway identification with Metropolis algorithm from ground-up

Require:
1: U 6= ∅: set of genes indexed by [d] = {1, 2, · · · , d}
2: I 6= ∅: set of initial (seed) genes
3: M ∈ [d]: desired pathway size
4: β ∈ R+

0 : inverse temperature
5: Nmax = 105: Maximum Monte Carlo steps
6: λ? ∈ R: Learned perturbation weight
7: F : Rd → R, function that coarse-grains expression

Ensure: S 6= ∅ consists of genes whose collective response is optimized
8: S ← I
9: V ← U . Set of candidate genes

10: n← 1 . Monte Carlo step count
11: while |S| < M and n < Nmax and |V | > 0 do
12: Sample a gene i ∈ V \ S uniformly at random
13: Compute ∆E = |QS| − |QS∪{i}|, where

QS = F (gref + λ?µS)− F (gref)

14: if ∆E < 0 then
15: S ← S ∪ {i} . Accept due to lowering energy
16: V ← V \ {i}
17: else
18: a ∼ Uniform[0, 1]
19: if a < e−β∆E then
20: S ← S ∪ {i} . Accept with probability e−β∆E

21: V ← V \ {i}
22: end if
23: end if
24: n← n+ 1
25: end while
26: return S
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Algorithm 2 Pathway identification with Metropolis algorithm with replacement

Require:
1: U 6= ∅: set of genes indexed by [d] = {1, 2, · · · , d}
2: I 6= ∅: set of initial (seed) genes
3: M ∈ [d]: desired pathway size
4: β ∈ R+

0 : inverse temperature
5: Nmax = 105: Maximum Monte Carlo steps
6: λ? ∈ R: Learned perturbation weight
7: F : Rd → R, function that coarse-grains expression

Ensure: S 6= ∅ consists of genes whose collective response is optimized
8: S ← Sample M genes from U uniformly at random
9: V ← U \ S . Pool of candidate genes

10: c← 1 . Monte Carlo step count
11: while n < Nmax do
12: Sample a gene ` ∈ S uniformly at random . Candidate for removal
13: Sample a gene i ∈ V uniformly at random . Candidate to replace `
14: S̃ ← (S \ {`}) ∪ {i} . Stochastic swap
15: Compute ∆E = |QS| − |QS̃|, where

QS = F (gref + λ?µS)− F (gref)

QS̃ = F (gref + λ?µS̃)− F (gref)

16: if ∆E < 0 then
17: S ← S̃ . Accept the stochastic swap due to lowering energy
18: V ← (V \ {i}) ∪ {`} . Update the candidate pool
19: else
20: a ∼ Uniform[0, 1]
21: if a < e−β∆E then
22: S ← S̃ . Accept the stochastic swap with probability e−β∆E

23: V ← (V \ {i}) ∪ {`} . Update the candidate pool
24: end if
25: end if
26: n← n+ 1
27: end while
28: return S
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Node Type Np Nr

0 Perturbed 29 28

0 Unperturbed 97 98

0 All 126 126

Node Type Np Nnp

1 Perturbed 37 0

1 Unperturbed 541 0

1 All 578 0

Table 1: Gene composition of the benchmark experiment described in Fig. 4 and
5. Shown here are the number of genes in the pathway group (Np), random group (Nr), and
the non-pathway group (Nnp) for the benchmark experiment. Node refers to the graph in
Fig. 4a.

which were perturbed). Genes in the first group are then placed in the upstream node 0

while those in the second group are placed in the downstream node 1 of Lowdeepredict
causal graph HLowdeepredict depicted in Fig. 4a.

Step 4: Placing the non-pathway perturbed genes in (HLowdeepredict)

As we previously mentioned, at this stage there are still 94 − 66 = 28 perturbed genes in
the CRISPRa dataset [5] that are not in Gpathway (called non-pathway perturbed genes.) We

eventually assign these genes to 0 of HLowdeepredict after validating that none of them are

• causal ancestors of pathway genes in 0 of HLowdeepredict

• causal ancestors of pathway genes in 1 of HLowdeepredict,

using the causal graph constructed with all entries in the causal ground-truth [28] (which
gave rise to a graph Gall of 9,945 nodes and 39,553 edges). This is to ensure that the causal
order among the pathway group uncovered by our model comes entirely from this group
(to the best knowledge of the causal ground-truth in MetaBase) rather than from these
additional genes. Note that the presence of the additional genes is necessary to make the
full use of the entire CRISPRa dataset. Note also that Gpathway is just a subgraph of Gall.

Step 5: Randomly sample genes to place in the upstream node of HLowdeepredict

At the end of step 4, we placed 28 non-pathway perturbed genes in 0 . To ensure the equality
of group size between the pathway and non-pathway, we randomly sample 126 − 28 = 98
genes from those remaining in the CRISPRa dataset to place in 0 which we call non-
pathway random (unperturbed) genes. Gene composition of this benchmark experiment is
summarized in Table 1.

Data availability

Upon publication, our code will be made available at https://github.com/GSK-AI/lowdeepredict.
Data used for training is accessible at NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GSE133344).
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Supplementary Material

Supplementary Methods

Co-occurrence frequency of genes

Here we define the co-occurrence matrix C ∈ Rp×p of genes discussed in the main text (see
also FIG.S7, S8, S9). At the end of NS independent Monte Carlo runs, each uncovering, say,
q genes, we record only the unique genes. Let p ≤ NS × q be the number of unique genes.
We then construct a matrix C ∈ Rp×p with index i, j running over genes in the unique set.
The off-diagonal element Cij is defined as the fraction of gene sets containing both gene i
and gene j while the diagonal Cii is defined as the fraction of gene sets containing gene i.
Cij = 1 means that both gene i and j appear together in all NS sets.

Constructing the causal graphs in Fig. 7

Here we describe how we construct causal graphs from the top-k frequently identified genes
from the MC set. Following the notation in Fig. 7a, for every edge eαβ in the coarse-grained
graph H (i.e. the causal order in the low-dimensional space imposed by the model), we
build a subgraph out of Ggt (i.e. causal graph of directional gene-gene interactions based
on MetaBase) by keeping only genes and interactions pertaining to the top-k genes in node
α, β ∈ VH , where VH is the set of nodes in H. Call this edge subgraph Gα→β. Next we prune
the edges of intra-node interaction in Gα→β, namely, removing i→ j whenever i, j ∈ α (both
in node α) or i, j ∈ β (both in node β). The removal of edges as such is necessary since the
imposed causal graph H only considers inter-node interactions. This procedure is repeated
for every edge eαβ in H, and the resulting edge subgraphs are composed to form Gknown

(shown in Fig. 7b,c). In Fig. 7b,c, we color edges i → j in Gknown that are not consistent
with H red, meaning those for which (α→ β) /∈ EH (edges of H), for i ∈ α and j ∈ β.

p-value for the causal subgraph constructed by Monte Carlo

Let Sα be the set of unique genes in node α identified by Monte Carlo (MC). We first
construct a causal subgraph Gmc = (Vmc, Emc), where Vmc is the set of genes that are in both
the MC set, ∪αSα, and the causal ground-truth [28] while Emc is the set of directed edges
concerning Vmc that are found in the causal ground-truth [28], see Table S5 for a summary.
We then compute the size of the largest connected component of Gmc. Let smc be its size.
To estimate the distribution of the size of the largest connected component, we sample
|Vmc| genes from all genes in the dataset, build the corresponding causal subgraph [28], and
compute the size of its largest connected component ŝ. We repeat this procedure 106 times
and record ŝ to construct a histogram as a proxy to the distribution P (ŝ). The p-value for
Gmc is defined as the survival function P (ŝ ≥ smc), namely, the probability of observing a
graph with connectivity at least as large as smc. The results are given in FIG. S11.
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Clustering the unperturbed expression

We utilize the control cells (i.e. unperturbed cells) from the same CRISPRa dataset [5]. The
raw expression matrix of the control population was filtered to keep only cells with at least
200 genes expressed and only genes that are expressed in at least 3 cells. We then rescaled
this matrix so that each cell has a total count equal to the median of total counts for cells
before normalization. Finally, we “logarithmize” it by adding pseudo-count 1 then taking
the natural logarithm. This yields a matrix of 7644 cells × 17538 genes. For a given subset
of genes, their expression profiles were clustered using the HDBSCAN python package [35]
with the following parameters: correlation distance as the distance metric between two
expression profiles, minimum cluster size: 4, minimum samples to call a cluster: 1, cluster
selection method: Excess of Mass (EOM).

Comparing the correlatedness of expression

Let C ∈ Rp×p be the correlation matrix (or variance-covariance matrix) of variablesX1, · · · , Xp

with elements

Cij = corr(Xi, Xj) =
cov(Xi, Xj)

σiσj
(S.22)

Note that the correlation matrix is related to the covariance matrix Σ by

C = diag(Σ)−1/2 Σ diag(Σ)−1/2, (S.23)

where

diag(Σ)−1/2 =

σ
−1
1

. . .

σ−1
p

 . (S.24)

Equivalently, the correlation matrix can be seen as the covariance matrix of standardized
variables Xi/σi. To summarize the correlatedness of X1, · · · , Xp, we defined the collective
correlated coefficient η as

η = 1− | det C|. (S.25)

Note that for any correlation matrix Cd×d, 0 ≤ det C ≤ 1, and that all its eigenvalues lie
in [0, d]. Geometrically, the determinant of C is the “volume” of the space occupied by the
swarm of data points in the space of Xi/σi. When these variables are uncorrelated, this
space is a hyper-sphere with a volume of 1. When they are correlated, the space occupied
becomes a hyper-ellipsoid with volume less than 1. In defining η, we compute the difference
between 1 and this volume so that higher correlation implies larger η. In general, one can
take p-th root of η to compare between correlation matrices of different dimension, but here
we simply use η since all matrices we’re comparing are of the same dimension.

In what situation would η attain value 1? One can understand this in terms of PCA. Note
that there are two ways to perform PCA: doing eigen-decomposition on the covariance matrix
Σ or on the correlation matrix C (for an extensive discussion, see [36, 37].) Here we stick
to the latter. First note that the eigenvalue of the correlation matrix λi is related to the
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singular value of the data design matrix, si via λi = s2
i /(n− 1), where n is the sample size.

Therefore, choosing the importance of principal components using the singular value si is the
same as using the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix λi. Since the determinant of a matrix
can be expressed as a product of its eigenvalues: det C =

∏p
i=1 λi, one finds η = 1 whenever

there’s a zero eigenvalue λi. The physical intuition is that perfect collective correlatedness
is achieved whenever there’s at least one redundant feature (i.e. one that can be expressed
as a linear combination of other features).

Definitions of causal graph identification metrics used in Fig. S12

In the following, we use Gp and Gr to indicate the predicted and reference graphs, respec-
tively. Given the adjacency matrix of a directed graph, say, Ad, its undirected counterpart
is computed by removing its orientations through Au ← Ad + A>d then setting [Au]αβ = 1,
for [Au]αβ > 1.

• SHD: Structural Hamming Distance. It counts the number of differences between the
adjacency matrix of Gp and of Gr; additional edges, missing edges, and misdirected
edges are added up.

• Binary neighborhood: The binary neighborhood of two nodes α, β in a graph G
indicates the number of paths of length 2 between α and β in G.

• Undirected p-value: This concerns the problem of guessing where edges should be,
regardless of orientation. It is given a p-value by Fisher’s exact test over the edge-
noedge confusion matrix, where the preserved marginals mean that the comparison is
against a random selection of the same number of edges.

• Directed p-value: This concerns the problem of correctly guessing which orientation
edges are, having been provided the informatoin that they are indeed edges. It is given
a p-value by inspection of the CDF of the relevant binomial distribution, with success
corresponding to correctly-oriented edges as a subset of the correct undirected edges
chosen previously

A Monte Carlo scheme to identify genes that are highly cooperative with user-
provided genes of interest

In the main text, we discussed a Monte Carlo scheme to identify genes (collected in a set S)
whose group response in the low-dimensional space learned by Lowdeepredict, namely,

|Q(α)
S (λ?)| = |Fα(gref + λ?µS)− Fα(gref)|, (S.26)

is maximized. Here we assume that genes in S are assigned to node α in the Lowdeepredict
causal graph, e.g., Fig. 6d. We also use λ? to denote the perturbation weight learned by the
model. Intuitively, λ? is the “amount of perturbation” that is applied to the genes in the
dataset that best explains the observed changes in gene expression under the constraint of
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low-dimensional causal graph. In Fig. 5, we showed that genes in S tend to be functionally
related. Here we explore another use case for identification scheme of this sort.

One interesting application lies in finding genes that are associated with particular genes
of interest where the association is defined according to the phenotypic effect (e.g. cell
death) of their collective intervention (e.g. knockout or overexpression). Since the notion
of association concerns the interaction between genes, here we extend the original search
algorithm in the main text to allow for the identification of genes that (i) highly cooperates
with genes of interest and (ii) produce a strong response in affecting genes related to a given
downstream biology upon their perturbation, see Algorithm S1 for details. This new scheme
starts with a user specified set of genes I and stochastically “nucleates” other genes, say, set
O, such that O → O? is the set that maximally cooperates with I. Let S = I ∪ O. The
cooperativity of the fixed initial gene set I with O is defined as (c.f. Equation (S.26))

c(O|I) = |QO∪I | − |QO| = |QS| − |QS\I |, (S.27)

namely, the importance of I in producing a response when coupled with O. Note that
c(O|I) > 0 ⇒ |QO∪I | > |QO|, meaning that I cooperates with O since they couple to
produce a larger response than O along.

Cooperativity-based synergistic response

Here we describe how we compute the synergistic response (SR). Following the definition
in Equation (S.27), let Ci ≡ c(O?

i |{i}) be the optimized cooperativity of gene i with other
genes it nucleates (which we call O?

i ). Consider gene j as the query gene. For every gene
i 6= j (treated as sample genes), we first compute the corresponding optimized cooperativity
Ci. We then compute their pair cooperativity Cij ≡ c(O?

ij|{i, j}), where O?
ij is the gene set

nucleated by gene pair (i, j). The synergistic response for the (sample, query) pair (i, j)
is defined as sij = Cij − Cj, i.e., the difference between the pair and singleton cooperativ-
ity. Finally, these quantities are averaged across MC realizations and the (sample, query)
and (query, sample) synergistic response for each pair is averaged to obtain a symmetric
synergistic response (SR) matrix with elements

SR(i, j) =
〈sij〉+ 〈sji〉

2
= 〈Cij〉 −

〈Ci〉+ 〈Cj〉
2

. (S.28)

Note that 〈Cij〉 = 〈Cji〉 since they both correspond to nucleating genes with the same pair.
In Fig. 8c, we show an example where gene j is treated as the query gene.

Assessing the significance of increased synergistic response for non-zero GI pairs

In Fig. 8f, we show that non-zero GI pairs tend to have high synergistic response. Here
we develop a statistical procedure to assess its significance. Since we’re dealing with finite
observations (i.e. histograms in Fig. 8e), this procedure begins by estimating the true
density of synergistic response from empirical observations. It then performs Monte Carlo
sampling to compute the probability of observing an synergistic response magnitude greater
than a given threshold, which defines a p-value.
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To set the notation straight, let Q+
n and Q−n be the empirical distribution of SR magnitude

for the positive and negative GI pairs, respectively (i.e. blue and green histograms in Fig.
8e). For a given threshold on the SR magnitude ε, define t±ε = Q±n (|SR| > ε). Let Pn be
the empirical distribution of SR magnitude for the zero GI pairs. With a slight abuse of
notation, we denote the observed SR magnitude for these pairs (i.e. orange histograms in
Fig. 8e) as X1.X2, · · · , Xn ∼ P , where P is the unknown true distribution. Define a statistic
Tε = gε(X1, X2, · · · , Xn; ε) = 1

n

∑n
i=1 1Xi>ε (i.e., fraction of zero GI pairs with SR magnitude

greater than ε). Note that Tε = Tε(P ) is a statistical functional. With these quantities
defined, we compute the p-values as follows:

1. Estimate P with Pn through resampling (e.g. bootstrapping or uniform sampling
pushed through the inverse cumulative distribution of Pn). Denote the estimated
distribution as P̂ .

2. From P̂ , estimate the distribution of Tε through Monte Carlo. Call this distribution
PTε .

3. Compute the p-value for the positive and negative GI pairs: p± ≡ PTε(Tε ≥ t±). This
is the probability of observing positive/negative GI pairs with SR magnitude at least
as large as ε.

Fig. S17 summarizes the findings based on this procedure.
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Algorithm S1 Pathway identification optimizing cooperativity with seed genes

Require:
1: U 6= ∅: set of genes indexed by [d] = {1, 2, · · · , d}
2: M ∈ [d]: desired pathway size
3: I 6= ∅, |I| < M : set of seed genes that is never removed throughout the optimization
4: I 6= ∅, |I| = M − |I|, I ∩ I = ∅: set of randomly sampled initial genes
5: β ∈ R+

0 : inverse temperature
6: Nmax = 105: Maximum Monte Carlo steps
7: λ? ∈ R: Learned perturbation weight
8: F : Rd → R, function that coarse-grains expression

Ensure: S 6= ∅ consists of genes including I and I highly cooperates with S \ I
9: S ← I ∪ I

10: V ← U . Set of candidate genes
11: n← 1 . Monte Carlo step
12: while n < Nmax do
13: Compute the cooperativity cn = |QS| − |QS\I |, where

QS = F (gref + λ?µS)− F (gref)

QS\I = F (gref + λ?µS\I)− F (gref)

14: Sample a gene ` ∈ S \ I uniformly at random . Candidate for removal
15: Sample a gene i ∈ V uniformly at random . Candidate to replace `
16: S̃ ← (S \ {`}) ∪ {i} . Stochastic swap
17: Compute the cooperativity after swap c̃n = |QS̃| − |QS̃\I |
18: Compute the energy difference ∆E = cn − c̃n
19: if ∆E < 0 then
20: S ← S̃ . Accept the stochastic swap due to lowering energy
21: V ← (V \ {i}) ∪ {`} . Update the candidate pool
22: else
23: a ∼ Uniform[0, 1]
24: if a < e−β∆E then
25: S ← S̃ . Accept the stochastic swap with probability e−β∆E

26: V ← (V \ {i}) ∪ {`} . Update the candidate pool
27: end if
28: end if
29: n← n+ 1
30: end while
31: return S
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Supplementary Figures and Tables

a b

Summing all pixels  = 83k cells

Figure S1: CRISPRa perturbation screen data used in this paper. Dataset is taken
from [5] where single-cell RNA-sequencing pooled CRISPR activation screens were used to
interrogate the combinatorial expression of genes. Due to technical limitations [5], only 155
single- and 132 double-CRISPRa transcriptional readouts were obtained across ∼ 83, 000
cells. a: Combinatorial perturbation indicator matrix. Color indicates cell count (i.e.,
number of cells under specific perturbation condition). b: UMAP of single-cell expression
profiles colored by gemgroup (i.e. corresponding to batches in the 10x experiment). Mixing
of the colors indicates minimal batch effect in the dataset.
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Figure S2: Imposition of causal order: perturbation propagation. Based on Fig.2,
here we enumerate all possible cases of perturbation to illustrate the the imposition of
causal order. When upstream nodes are perturbed, their quenched responses, defined as
the difference between their quenched and reference low-dimensional values of expression
(i.e. 4 − © = Fα(gi) − Fα(gref), for α = 1, 2) are summed together and propagated to
match the observed response of the downstream node (i.e. � − © = F3(gss

i ) − F3(gref) ).
For nodes receiving neither direct perturbation in experiments (indicated by the lightening
marker) nor through propagated response from their upstream nodes (indicated by arrow),
we require their observed response to be zero. Nodes that are subjected to this requirement
are indicated by red curly brackets.
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Figure S3: DAGs analyzed in this paper. We enumerate all possible weakly connected
2-node and 3-node DAGs and randomly survey a few representative 4-node, 6-node, and
8-node DAGs. These graphs are used to train multiple Lowdeepredict models with various
random gene placement schemes. Results are summarized in Fig.3. Note that 4-node and
6-node graphs shown here are chosen at random.

3-node DAGs 4-node DAGs 6-node DAGs 8-node DAGs2-node DAGs

Figure S4: Node-wise validation predictive performance for the best model in
each category. Shown here is the node-wise performance breakdown of the best model in
each graph category in Fig.3. For all panels, columns indicate graph topology while rows
represent random gene bucketing/placement.
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1 2

0

6, 846  random genes
Validation Pearson = 0.88

326 genes related to cell growth and death
(based on KEGG terms**)
Validation Pearson = 0.77

a
6, 846  random genes
Validation Pearson = 0.86

b

Figure S5: Predicted performance of the model analyzed in 6. a: Causal graph
of the model analyzed in FIG. 6. b: Observed response is plotted against the predicted
response for this model. Color indicates density estimated with Gaussian kernels. Columns
are labeled by block/node number corresponding to the graph in the inset of a. Top row
shows the result for training data, the middle row shows that for the validation data, and
the bottom shows that for the test data. Node-wise Pearson’s correlation magnitude |ρ| is
indicated for each node and data type (train or validation).
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Figure S6: Frequently identified genes by Monte Carlo. As described in FIG. 6, here
we list the top-50 frequently identified genes for each node using Monte Carlo (MC). Note
that each gene can at most be identified 20 times (since there are 20 independent MC runs),
so a gene attaining frequency 100% means it is identified in all 20 MC runs. Genes of higher
frequency are those imputed to be important by our model to affect cell growth and death,
see Fig. 6 a.
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Figure S7: Co-occurrence frequency matrix of gene sets identified by Monte Carlo
for node 0. The 20 sets of 20 genes identified by Monte Carlo, see Fig. 6, are pooled together
to keep only the unique genes. The unperturbed expression of genes in each node are used to
compute the frequency of pair-wise co-occurrence (see Methods for details). A pair of gene
attaining frequency 1 means both genes are present in all of the 20 gene sets. Based on the
frequency of co-occurrence matrix, genes are clustered using correlation as distance metric.
Shown here is the cluster heat map for node 0. Color indicates correlation.
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a b

Figure S8: Co-occurrence frequency matrix of gene sets identified by Monte Carlo
for node 1. Similar to FIG. S7, shown here are the co-occurrence frequency matrix and
cluster heat map for node 1.

a b

Figure S9: Co-occurrence frequency matrix of gene sets identified by Monte Carlo
for node 2. Similar to FIG. S7, shown here are the co-occurrence frequency matrix and
cluster heat map for node 2.
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Figure S10: Fraction of anti-causal edges. Similar to Fig. 7, here we show the fraction
anti-causal edges in (i) Gknown (i.e. gene-gene interaction network constructed using the top-
k MC genes, labeled MC-pwy20 ) and (ii) random graphs (random-1000 ). For each panel
(i.e. k as in top-k), we generate an ensemble of 1,000 graphs, each with k nodes sampled
from all the genes in the CRISPRa dataset. The construction of random graphs from these
genes is as described in Methods.
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6, 846  random genes

6, 846  random genes
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0 326 genes 
(cell growth and death)

b

Figure S11: Computing the p-value for causal subgraphs to gauge their connec-
tivity compared to random graphs. a: As described in Methods, here we show the
distribution of the largest connected component size ŝ (left) and the p-value for having a
graph with largest connected component larger than ŝ (i.e. Pr(s ≥ ŝ), or the survival func-
tion, shown on the right), estimated based on randomly sampling 100k graphs of 267 genes
(i.e., number of nodes in Gmc for pathway size 20, see Methods and Table S5) from the
those available in the CRISPRa dataset [5]. In the right panel, p-value threshold of 0.05 is
indicated by the horizontal dashed line. The vertical dotted line shows the largest connected
component size for Gmc, smc. b: Similar to a, except that the sampling is done node-wise.
smc for each node is indicated by the vertical dashed lines and labeled.
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Figure S12: Causal graph identification performance using the top-k MC genes
described in Fig. 7. These performance metrics are evaluated by taking the reconstructed
graph (e.g. those in Fig. 7) as the “predicted graph” and the pruned graph (i.e. those in
Fig. 7 with the red edges removed) as the “reference graph”. SHD: structurally hamming
distance, P2: binary neighborhood. For the definition of directed and undirected p-value,
see Supplementary Methods for details.
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Table S1: Evaluation of causal loss for the example in Fig. 2c,d and S2. Queched
response ∆, predicted response X̂, and the causal loss function are defined in the main text
and in Table S2.

Symbol Space/Value Meaning/Definition

N ∼ 75k Number of samples (cell), indexed by i
d ∼ 14k Number of genes
M . 10 Number of groups to disjointly partition the genes into, indexed

by Greek letters α, β, · · · . This is also the number of nodes in the
imposed DAG.

dα ∼ a few ks Number of genes in group α
λ R Perturbation parameter in the model.
µ {0, 1}d Indicator vector of perturbation state (1 for perturbed and 0 oth-

erwise).
µS {0, 1}d Binary vector with nonzero elements at those indexed by the the

index set S ⊆ [d], where [d] = {1, 2, · · · , d}
gref Rd Reference expression. Due to data preprocessing, all cells have

the same reference state expression, which explains the missing
subscript i.

gi Rd Quenched expression of sample i: gi = gref + λµi
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gss
i Rd (Observed) Steady-state expression of sample i.
Fα Rdα → R Neural network that maps the expression of genes in group α to

a 1-dimensional real number.
θα Depending on Fα Neural network parameters for Fα.
A RM×M Binary adjacency matrix of the imposed DAG .The convention is

such that Aαβ = 1 if and only if α→ β is in A.
∆α(i) R Quenched response of node α in the DAG (i.e. gene group α)

evaluated with sample i:

∆α(i) = Fα(gi)− Fα(gref) (S.29)

Xobs
α (i) R Observed response of node α in the DAG (i.e. gene group α)

evaluated with sample i.

Xobs
α (i) = Fα(gss

i )− Fα(gref) (S.30)

X̂α(i) R Predicted response of node α in the DAG (i.e. gene group α)
evaluated with sample i, defined as

X̂α(i) =
K−1∑
k=0

M∑
β=1

[Ak]βα∆β(i), (S.31)

where K is the smallest positive integer for which AK = 0.

Q
(α)
S (λ) R Group perturbation response of node α upon perturbing all genes

in set S (a subset of group α) at once with overall magnitude λ.

Q
(α)
S (λ) = F (gref + λ?µS)− F (gref), (S.32)

Λ?(S, V ) R Response gap between gene group S and V (both are subset of
group α) evaluated at the learned perturbation parameter λ?.

Λ?(S, V ) =
∣∣∣Q(α)

S (λ?)
∣∣∣− ∣∣∣Q(α)

V (λ?)
∣∣∣ , (S.33)

Table S2: Table summarizing the notation used in the main text.
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6, 846  random genes
Validation Pearson = 0.88

326 genes related to cell growth and death
(based on KEGG terms**)
Validation Pearson = 0.77

a

6, 846  random genes
Validation Pearson = 0.86
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0

Identify genes with Monte 
Carlo (MC)

Identify genes by clustering 
unperturbed expression

b

⍺

Unperturbed expression matrix of genes in node ⍺

Cluster genes based on 
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with size < 300
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Cluster 2

Figure S13: MC identifies gene sets that are distinct from co-expression clusters.
a: Causal graph and gene assignment based on the discussion in Fig. 6. b: Group response
magnitude and collecitve correlation of gene sets identified by MC or co-expression clustering.
Markers indicate node in the causal graph in a while colors correspond to identification
method (blue for MC and green for co-expression clustering). c: Procedure to cluster genes
based on their expression. Co-expression clusters identified are then sampled to compute
their collective correlation coefficient, η = 1− | det(Ci)| and the group response magnitude.
See Supplementary Methods for a discssion on η.
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1 2

0

6, 846  random genes
Validation Pearson = 0.88

326 genes related to cell growth and death
(based on KEGG terms**)
Validation Pearson = 0.77

b
6, 846  random genes
Validation Pearson = 0.86

a

c d

node Top-5* KEGG pathways Benjamini p-
value

0 hsa04218:Cellular senescence 2.43E-16

0 hsa04216:Ferroptosis 2.15E-13

0 hsa04210:Apoptosis 5.08E-13

0 hsa04110:Cell cycle 5.77E-12

0 hsa04115:p53 signaling pathway 2.24E-10

2 hsa03010:Ribosome 0.0027

Enriched KEGG pathways for each node with 
Benjamini p-value < 0.05 :

*Top 5 smallest p-values

Figure S14: Gradients of the learned function Fα and the KEGG functional en-
richment analysis of genes selected based on high gradients. a: Causal graph of
the model analyzed in Figure 6. b: Distribution of the average gradient magnitude for each
node. The gradient of function Fα for gene j in node α evaluated on the steady-state ex-
pression of cell i is defined as ∂Fα(gss

i )/∂gss
ij . The average is taken over the validation data

(i ∈ validation). c: Top-25 genes in each node based on the average gradient magnitude
sj ≡

〈∣∣∂Fα(gss
i )/∂gss

ij

∣∣〉
i∈validation

d: The top-25 genes for each node shown in c are used

to perform functional enrichment ananlysis. Significantly enriched KEGG pathways (with
Benjamini p-value < 0.05) are shown for each node. For simplicity, we only show results with
5 smallest p-values (all below the 0.05 threshold). Note the absence of significantly enriched
pathways for node 1. For node 2, only 1 pathway has p < 0.05.
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Avg = 0.63
Avg = 0.64

Avg = 0.69

a

c

1 2

0

6, 846  random genes
Validation Pearson = 0.88

326 genes related to cell growth and death
(based on KEGG terms**)
Validation Pearson = 0.77

6, 846  random genes
Validation Pearson = 0.86

b

Figure S15: Gene sets identified by Monte Carlo using models with similar perfor-
mance under the same neural network architecture and gene group assignment
schemes shows good consistency. a: Pearson correlation between the predicted and ob-
served response for each node in the causal graph shown in b as well as their average. Model
seed indicates the random seed used to initialize the optimize neural networks. Main text :
model presented in Fig. 6 and 7. c: Overlap frequency between the top-50 genes identified
by different models.
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Figure S16: GI map from [5]. Shown here is the genetic interaction (GI) map from the
CRISPRa Perturb-seq screen reported in [5]
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𝜖 = 0.6

𝑡! = 𝑄"! 𝑆𝑅 > 0.6) = 0.13
𝑡# = 𝑄"# 𝑆𝑅 > 0.6) = 0.12

a b

c

Figure S17: Gene sets nucleated with high GI pairs tend to have high synergisitc
response. a Empirical survival function of synergistic response magnitude, t±ε ≡ Q±(|SR| ≥
ε) (blue and green). For convenience, we also show such distribution for zero GI pairs
(orange). Note that at ε = 0.6, t+ = 0.13 and t− = 0.12. b: On the left shows the distribution
of the statistic Tε for the zero GI pairs estimated with Monte Carlo sampling. Blue dashed
line indicates t+ at ε = 0.6 for positive GI pairs. On the right shows the survival function
for Tε: P (Tε ≥ t). At t = t+ = 0.13, we have a p-value of p+ = PTε(Tε ≥ t+) = 0.0003.
c: Similar to b except that the green dashed line on the left indicates t− = 0.12 at ε = 0.6
for negative GI pairs. The corresponding p-value is p− = PTε(Tε ≥ t−) = 0.0019. In b,c,
we resample from the SR distribution for zero GI pairs (orange histogram in Fig. 8e) to
generate 500 samples. These samples are used to compute T0.6 (i.e. fraction exceeding 0.6).
We repeat this procedure 50,000 times to estimate PT0.6 .
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Figure S18: Explicit neural network architecture for models trained with the v-
structed graph. Notations are defined in the main text and summarized in Table S2.

KEGG identifier Pathway

hsa04110 Cell cycle
hsa04210 Apoptosis
hsa04216 ferroptosis
hsa04217 necroptosis
hsa04115 p53 signaling pathway
hsa04218 Cellular senescence

Table S3: KEGG pathways associated with downstream node 0 in Fig. 6a. All
genes in this node are from the pathways listed in this table.
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1 2

0

6, 846  random genes

326 genes related to cell growth and death
(based on KEGG terms**)

6, 846  random genes

Disconnecting the v-structure graph in Fig. 6a.
Gene-to-node assignment is the same as Fig. 6a

Train Lowdeepredict
models

Top-performing model for 
each seed

Top-performing model for each seed

a b

c

Figure S19: Predicted performance for models trained on disconnected v-structure
graph. a: Causal graph is obtained by removing edges in the graph shown in Fig. 6a. Gene-
to-node assignment is the same as in Fig. 6a. b: We train 400 Lowdeepredict models with the
causal graph and gene assignment scheme described in a. We conduct 20 Optuna studies [27]
(each containing 20 trials/models) for hyper-parameter optimization, and the node-averaged
Pearson’s correlation for the best performing model for each study is shown. These results
are stratified by the random seed we used to initialize neural networks (i.e. random model
seed). The top-performing model under each random model seed is highlighted by a red
arrow. c: The node-wise performance for the top-performing models highlighted in b is
shown.
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KEGG identifier Pathway

hsa04110 Cell cycle
hsa04210 Apoptosis
hsa04216 ferroptosis
hsa04217 necroptosis
hsa04115 p53 signaling pathway
hsa04218 Cellular senescence
hsa04330 Notch signaling pathway
hsa05202 Transcriptional misregulation
hsa04012 ErbB signaling pathways
hsa04071 Sphingolipid signaling
hsa05165 Human papillomavirus infection
hsa04514 Cell adhesion molecules
hsa04966 Collecting duct acid secretion
hsa04714 Thermogenesis
hsa00010 Glycolysis / Gluconeogenesis

Table S4: KEGG pathways associated with pathway genes in Fig. 4a and 5. All
pathway genes referenced in these figures are from the pathways listed in this table. These
pathways are selected by performing functional enrichement analysis with DAVID [29] using
all the perturbed genes in [5].

MC pathway size, s Num. unique genes
(Max unique genes)

Causal subgraph Gmc Size of largest c.c., smc

20 node 0: 231 (326)
node 1: 75 (400)
node 2: 63 (400)

273 genes
358 edges

162

Table S5: Size of causal subgraph based on gene sets identified by Monte Carlo.
As described in FIG. 6, we apply Monte Carlo algorithm to identify 20 sets of genes (with
size indicated by the MC pathway size column. These gene sets are first filtered to keep
only the unique elements. In the Num. unique genes column, we list the number of unique
genes for each node in the graph (Fig. 6a) along with the maximum number of unique
genes. Note that for MC pathways of size s, the maximum number of unique genes is given
by min(num. genes in each node, 20 × s). We then apply the causal ground-truth [28] to
construct a causal subgraph Gmc using only the unique genes (Causal subgraph column).
The size of the largest connected component of the causal subgraph is listed in the last
column.
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